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THE RESERVE ADVOCATE
Only Newspaper Published ihCounty

Contains all Catron County Official Proceedings

$3.00 a year

RESERVE, NEW MEXICO,

VOLUMN I.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER

Official

17, 1921.

NUMBER 23.

SWELL THE MAJORITY FOR HOLM

TEN REASONS WHY EVERY VOTE IN WESTERN

Newsptr State and County

0.

BURSUM

VOTE FOR THE MAN WHO WILL BEST SERVE YOU

NEW MEXICO SHOULD BE CAST FOR BURSUM

DON'T VOTE A PARTY LABEL NEXT TUESDAY
1.

He is a Home Man.

ot tht-S- clubs Include uioa and womIn All en of ALL
to employ the par iately Interested Himself
political faiths, who have
tisan appeal are found In denials ot These Measurer For the Farmers and associated themselves
together in be- He
Was Very Helpful halif of Bursuui's election
the effectiveness of the work Sena Stockmen and
because
tor Bursum has done during his in Securing Their Passage. He has
KiNOW that he is til euiau who
they
also
shown
himself
to be the loyal cuu aud will do most tor New Mexbrief service at Washington.
It is
sought to belittle his work for the friend of the soldiers of the late ico auriug the next three and one-ha- lf
veterans of the great war; to deny war, giving his best support to every
years, as our representative iu
that the act giving equal compensa measure that would help the veter

He knows the Needs ot our
Home People.
2.

Further efforts

3. He Can and Will Secure these
Needs.
4.

New

He is an Untiring Worker for
Mexico and the West.

tion, disability and retirement benefits to volunteer officers Is his; to
deny that he voted for the adjust
ed compensation law and against its
recommittal; to deny his vigorous efforts to hasten adequate care of dis
abled soldiers; to deny, even, the

Great

He has accomplished
Things Already.
5.

6. And will accomplish More in
the Future.

ans. Senator Bursum Has Certainly
Earned The Endorsement Of An Elec
tiou By The Voters of New Mexico
And I Hope He Will Be Returned By
A Fine Majority."
Farmers and stockmen ot New
Mexico know Capper.
They know
him as their friend and champion.
His statement stands against those
partisan appeals thinly veiled by ef
forts to belittle or deny the work
that Bursum has done aud the position and capacity that are his for
future usefulness.
There are statements equally con
vincing as to the work Bursum has
done from Senator Curtis, of Kan
sas; Seuator Sterling, of South Dakota; Senator Watson, of Indiana;
Seuator Smoot, of Utah; Senator
author of the McNary recla
mation act; Senator Wadsworth aud
a dozen others. These men KNOW
that Bursum has made good in be
half of the producers ot this state.
They do not need him in the senate as a republican partisan; because
that pur'y'g majority is adequate aud
not to be overthrown in three and
one-hayears. They do need him
as a sane,
hard working
public servant, who knows the west

the senate.
We speak
as partisans.

to you as citizens, not

We urge your active, vigorous sup

port for an overwhelming majority
for Bursum; sot in hehalt ot the
republican party which is to continue
in charge ot the government tor
f
three and
years to come;
but iu behalf ot New Mexico aud
our common wealth.

nearly one million dollars now act
ually
being spent at Fort Bayard hosington.
pital!, New Mexico, for the more adequate care of tubercular victims of
8.
He has the Respect and AdmirBursum is going to be elected. That
warfare.
gas
ation of the Administration.
is conceded by all. His hands will
Bui the soldiers know and have
Ijc gtruugtheiLed; his capacity for
spoken for Senator Bursum, both In9.
His return will be an Indorseusefulness to our state will be individually and through their organi
ment of Harding Policies.
creased if we make his election an
The Veteran's
zations.
Organiza
overwhelming vote of approval for.
tions in Washington, who are on the
10. He is the Strongest and most
faithful work well beguu uud of
4
ground and who have had an oppor
in his ability to curry out the
Capable man in New Mexico TODAY.
tunity to observe Senator Bursum's
work he has undertaken to do. Towork at first hand, were the first to
ward such a majority we ask your
endorse him and are his most encooperation aud your vote.
thusiastic supporters.
The war vetn
should cast his vote for Holm
The democratic party organization
There are thousands of other r easons why every voter in this
erans will not permit last minute
is muking a belated effort to hold
We need men like him in the United States Senate, and the larger his majority the stronger partisan appeals and efforts to twist
O. Bursum.
down the majority for Bursum. This
facts and distort the record to swerve
is being done largely upon the urgent
will be his Influence. VOTE FOR BURSUM, FOR YOU WILL BE VOTING FOR YOUR OWN INTER
them from united support for Bur
demands of the officers ot the deuio-carti- c
ESTS AS WELL AS THE BEST INTERESTS OF THE ENTIRE STATE
sum, who has stood squarely fjor
national committee. It is a
them and their interests; not in
effort. It seeks only parpartisan
flowery, extended public speech, but
It proposes that
BURSUM
tisan
advantage.
in hard personal work in committees
shall take precedence
partisanship
in the department!,
with his vote
over public interest in the voting next
Tuvo Una Grnn Junta en Mora
and wherever and whenever their In
Tuesday. To that ,end matters ot
BONUS
coresta could be served.
and
its
who can be state government,, state issues aud
interests
and
Bandera
Americana)
(La
There is a last minute effort un- counted upon at ALL, times when local questions are being injected inder way to confuse farmers and stock' those interests are in question
to the campaign.
come-tiv- a
7.
Una
M
N.
Sept.
Mora,
"i navo seen in print a statement Unit benntor Bursum passed men; tQ tell, the producerfl of grain
In national elections, when the
As an example the resolutions adop
de 50 cuidadanos en automoviles
Ms vote on adjustment compensation act until ils recommittal had been wool and meat that Bursum has done great political parties are aligned ted
by the recent democratic convenencuentraron a! Senador Holm O.
for them. This effort under against each other ,and when broad tion are now belng'widely circulated.
Bursum y bu partida de campana assured and that he then voted 'No' in the interest of the soldiers is un nothing
tafi.es
his instant and vlg principles of national policy art to One
plank makes an appeal to wocoma cinco millas. La partida ful
men then in Wash orous work in securing an edequate be determined it is
true, to my own personal knowledge. All
right that voters men voters to vote against Bursum
oarada varias veces en el camlno
emergency tariff law and In demand should stand for the party in whose not because of anything he has done
at that time know Senator Bursum voted against the
para que mujeres y ninas presentar- - ington
ing and fighting for .adequate pro principle they believe; because ours or has not
done, but because it is
an flores al senador.
of this bill and for the soldiers and worked for tlio bill as lie has worked tection in the
permanent tariff act is a government of parties and the wrongfully alleged that, the republi
La junta fui una de las mas gran- - fm,
for grain growers and wool and meat
every measure for the welfm.e of ex.SCI.vlce nlen.
can party tailed to enact a law conmajority party rules.
des y mas entusiastas que la cabe- - '
producers. It is attempted to deny
an election was held last No- ferring equal rights of guardianship
Such
"TIlis
Bursum
last
Senator
minute
is
a
deliberate
charge
against
zera del condado Jamas habia tenido.
his work for the restoration of re vember when our
government was upon women, as promised in the re
Antes que la junta fuera llamada effort of his political enemies to get the votes of
against biro clamation of arid lands to first place entrusted for four years to the Hardpublican state platform of 1920.
en
la
no
habia lugar
al orden casi
lie deception.
I hope that every veteran of the late war will resent this on the government's reconstruction ing administration and a republican
The question has no bearing upon
sala y lla zaguar de la casa de cortes
program; to deny his initiation of an congress.
election ot a United States senathe
Bursum
vote.
effort
and
his
His
VOTE
EVERY
work
and
his
in
give
llenos.
estaban
effort resulting In the great livestock
but the plank is typical of the
Iu
next
the
election
Tues
tor;
special
" El Juez David J. Teahey, de Las
in the senate, voted to scat Senator Newberry, of Michigan whoi loan pool with Its beneficial results
New Mexico will choose a sena- unreliability of this partisou appeal.
day
de
el
descurso
In checking forcj-- sales of livestock
Vegas, pronuncio
tor to represent this state for the re(Signed)
Chapter 50 of the laws adopted
Capt. VICTOR HEINTZ.
to deny his stand for tho regulation
en la cual el urgio a los
mainder of the term for which Presi- by the legislature of 1921, is an
ver
materia
como
Tor
por
para
votantes,
the Capper-Tinec'apt. Hciniz is one of the most distinguished of our great Ameri- of the packers;
dent Harding and the republican par- equal guardianship law. It fulfills
los interses del estado y de la
reguHatlap grain exchanges
ty was pUaced in charge of the gov absolutely the letter and spirit of
de volver a Bursum al sena- - can boys who fought in France. He is a member of the American Legion. and gamblers In wiiea; auA com
No partisan issues are at the republican platform pledge ot
ernment.
do por una imponente mayoria.
In his service in France he was decorated with the distinguished service and to deny to him the credit that
No
stake.
questions of national po 1920, is satisfactory to all women
'
is his for the original suggestion of
Los guias Republlcanos del con- - cross and the croix de
Ho is in New Mexico making speeches in,
are to be decided. These have who urged such a law and recognizes
licy
guerre.
relief for farmers and livestock grow
dado dijeron que los prospectos para
been determined for three and one- - fully the equal rights ot women in
una victoria Republicana pareclan Bur'sum's behalf because he feels that the veterans owe their support to er through the war & nance corpor- half
years to come; the period the the guardianship of their minor chil
ation; a suggestion that resulted di
mejor que en ningun tiempo en anos the man who has championed their cause.
senator
you will elect next Tuesday dren.
reclly'ln the great agricultural te will serve.
recientes. Esto sostlene la declara-cio- n
And we, the people of New Mexnet
law
and
with
Its
Mon
hecha por el Representante
In
an
election
citizens
should
such
need him in the senate not as
ico,
which
of
a
of
dollars
billions
crel.'ts,
toya despues de haber hecho una
vote a republican purtisan, but because he
Miss McLaughlin also goes to Que
TRINCHERA NEWS
will tell you means tho put aside the party label and
bankers
your
condado.
el
todo
por
for the man who, by persona lequip- - is an able nian of proven worth, and
niado to accept a position In Baca's sa.vatlon of the llveuook
industry
Durante la Junta, Juan Navarro
The rainy season seems to be over store.
ment,
experience, demonstrated abil ability to achieve; and because we
o?
ii cur state and the restoration
O
quien se habia allneado con los
the weather is nice and warm, giving
position, can know that bis position as a member
live- ity and advantageous
farmers
and
for
alike
piosperity
vino a la platforma y every body a chance to work.
of service of the majority party, enjoying that
MODERNIZE!) VERSION
the
amount
give
greatest
s' ick growers.
anuncio que habia vuelto al partido
OF A DAILY PRAYER
The school house is ready to beremr-stands. 1 to his constituents and the state he majority's enfldenco and achieve coBut
the
publlo
Republicano y en el permaneceria.
operation, will perndt him to make
gin our school, Monday the 12th.
shows that Bursum d;d these things. represents.
En el vlaje de Taos para Santa Fe
"Teach me that sixty mlnuteB make '. further verification is neodei it is
Let this be your guide Tuesday. the fullest use of his ability in onr
Farmers are preparing to cut foed
una junta sera tenlda en Pojoaque.
one hour, sixteen ounces one pound, furnished
Forget behalf and for the advancement of
state- Put aside the party labell
and hay.
by the voluntary
El gobernador Mechem, el Juez Reld
one hundred cents one dollar." ments
and
Vote our state.
its
and
appeal.
a
house
is
who
partisanship
senate
Johnson
of
members
the
of
having
Douglas
Holloman y otras guias de Santa Fe
me to live so that I can lie the farmers and livestock growers of serve you, your interests and those
For this reason we urge you to
on his claim. Mr. Rrumm is
"Help
built
encuentraran al Senador Bursum, en
of your state.
work from now until election day
also erecting a house on his home- down at night with a clear conscien- the west know and trust.
Pojoaque.
That man is Holm O. Bursum.
for Bursum's election by a great mace, without a gun under my pillow,
stead.
Senator Arthur Capper, of KanO
'
The Bursum campaign committee, jority and on election day to vote
undaunted by the faces of thoso sas, leader of the agricultural group
Tues
wife
Martin
and
spent
Walter
The adoption of Amendment No.
to whom I have brought pai.i."
of which Bursum Is a member, says whose members sign this statement, for htm not as a partisan but as an
ranch.
11 means that Catron county will day at the Bryan
are republicans. Bursum is a repub- alert, competent, vigorous public serf may in an authorized interview:
I
beseech
that
to
"Grant,
Thee,
has
Miss Llla Johnston,
gone
benefit by thousands of dollars from
lican. In our voluntary service on vant who you KNOW has done the
in
friendB
"No
ever
made
on
man
earn
ticket
meal
the
my
squars,
in the
government aid in the building of Quemado to accept a position
and in doing thereof I may not stick Washington more rapidly than Sen- this committee we feel that we are work he was sent to do and who
school.
our county roads.
ator Bursum. Hig associates In the serving our state, rather than the you KNOW will continue to do that
tho gaff where it does not blong."
In seeking Bur- - work In larger measure for the com
CASE
"Deafen me to the Jingle of taint esnate like him for his frankness republican party,
BURSUM AND THE SENATOR NEWBERRY
reed money and the rustle of unlio'iy his affability and his willingness to sum's election by an overwhelming mon welfare, where he has been
KNOW that turned.
we
Because
KNOW
best
will
man
the
majority:
for
you
skirts."
MUCH IS BEING MADR by the partisan opposition of the fact that SenaBursum himself iboks forward to
Help with your work and your
"Blind me to the faulta of the help others. They give him credit
to make Bursum's election exvote
Senate
the
his
continued
in
service
few
as
west
the
of
for
majority
the
members
other
great
republican
all
knowing
the
with
tor Bursum,
other follow, but reveal to me mine
for
the unanimous approval and
service
as
an
further
Man
No
in
The
press
men
it.
know
other
opportunity
own.
our behalf entitles him to our vote."
Senate Has Taken a Greater Inter- to the people of New Mexico, rather backing of a citizenship that can put
"Guide me so that each night when
than as service to the political party aside partisanship for sound Judgwas contested by Henry Ford, the automobile
est In The Farmer and Stockman.
I look across the dinner table ai my
ment and refuse a partisan appeal
enacted more to which he belongs.
has
"This
congress
wife, who has been a blessing to mi,
Associated with this committee when it Is against the public 'welfor the benefit of the proREMEMBER, that Newberry was in the war fighting for his country while
legislation
I wilt have nothing to concaal.
ducers of the country than any other are the officers and executive board fare. Vote for Bursum, for your
Ford was at home piling up millions in war profits.
"Keep me young enough to laugh in. our
history. When Senator Bur- ot the state association ot Bursum own best Interests and the prosperity
with my children and to lose myself
to Washington He Immed clubs. The nearly 25,000 members of our state.
sum
came
for
voted
seators
REMEMBER, that Bursum and all other republican
in their play.
"And then, when comes the smell
Newberry after the U. 8. Supreme Couit had declared him not
of soft
for1 of flowers, and the tread
hi's
in
of
campaign
excessive
money
expenditures
guilty of
steps, and the crushing of the hears................ es wheels in the gravel out in fruat
par-tiza- n
of my place, make the ceremony snort
REMEMBER, that the man who thus prosecuted Newberry was Henry and the epitaph simple;
"Here lies A Man."
Ford, the millionaire and pacifist, who was too proud to fight or
7.

He has a Standing at Wash- -

if-

one-hal-

y,

sec-tio-

FACTS ABOUT BUSRUM'S VOTE ON

lf

lever-head-

THE SOLDIER

MEASURE

-

n,

iitir-la-

Dne-ha- if

vis-it-

'

,

e.

J

to let bis son tight for his country.

''

O

VOTE FOR BURSUM

Your interest demands the return of Holm 0. Bursum
to the United States Senate. Are you going to allow
politics to influence you to vote against your own
interests. Vote for the man who is working for you.

THE RESERVE

ADVOCATE, RESERVE, NEW MEXICO

(foreign

NEWS TO DATE

LEAGUE ENVOYS

ASPIRIN

Josef Mann, first tenor of the Berlin opera, collapsed and died on the
Is backache keeping yon miserable?
stage lu Berlin while singing In
Are you "all played out," without
IN
"Aids." He had been engaged to sing
Name "Bayer" on Genuine' ttrength
From All Over
or vigor for your work? Then
In the Metropolitan Opera house in
find what is causing the trouble and
correct
it. Likely, it's your kidneys!
New York the coming season.
You have probably been working too
Two soldiers were killed and more
hard and neglecting rest and exercise.
CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OF
SWEDISH
ENVOYS ACCUSE SEC
than twenty wounded when 2,.r00 Hun
Your kidneys have ilowed up and poiWIRES ROUND ABOUT
RETARIAT OF PARTIALITY AND
sons have accumulated. That, then, is
garian regulars and volunteers clushed
the cause of the backache, headaches
THE WORLD.
with Austrian gendarmerie on the
EXTRAVAGANCE.
dizziness and bladder irregularities. Use
frontier, said" a
(Western Newspaper Cntou Sews Hmlce. I
Doan't Kidney Pills. Doan'i have
Vienna dispatch to the Morgenpost.
helped thousands and should help you
The recent drive of Ihe Albuquerque
A.k your neighbor I
DURING THE PAST WEEK Jlustupha Keinal Pasha, Turkish Na Chamber of Commerce netted Ihe or LEAGUE
A Colorado Case
IS
Is
WASTEFUL
tionalist lender,
fighting stubborn ganization thirty new members. Ev
T. N. Wood, gardenly against the Greek army In his last cry old member is said lo have signed
er, 416 W. Douglana
attempt to save Angora. His army Is up for another year.
Ave.. S. Canon City,
RECORD OF IMPORTANT EVENTS continually
Colo., saya: "Kidney
being
pressed by the
Work on the big paving program at UNITED
see the name
Unless
STATES
trouble came on when
BLAMED
you
FOR
Warning!
CONDENSED
Greeks, who are only forty miles from Las Cruces, N. M., bus been started,
FOR BUSY
I was working In a
on package or on tablets you
"Bayer"
DELAY IN ADOPTION OF A"
the city. The Turkish losses have been and when
field and I couldn't go
PEOPLE.
ere not getting genuine Aspirin precompleted will cost nearly
because of the weakexceedingly heavy.
AND "B" MANDATES.
$40,000, Practically all the principal
ness In my back
scribed by physicians for twenty-on- e
uovernment orncluls would be au streets of Ihe city will be paved.
When I worked In the,
and
millions.
safe by
proved
years
sun
I became weak
Wtr Ntwipiptr t'cloa Nf i Snlc. )
thorized to send 10,000.000 pesos worth
as told in the Bayer
The new highway between Clovis
Take
Aspirin
nervous.
only
and
Sharp
IIVeKtrni
Tuion News Henlce. I
Newspaper
food to relieve famine sufferers of
of
catches
darted acrosp,
N. M., bus been con- WESTERN
and
package for Colds, Headache, Neural
the small of my shout-- '
Russia under provisions of a bill In necled Porlnles,
Geneva. The League of Nations gia, Rheumatism, Earache, Toothache,
Mrs. Anna Margllette, 80, killed her
up. The roud Is open lo travel
(ten. Doan's Kidney
troduced In tiie Chamber of Deputies and when
Pills gave me quick
will be one Council, the United Suites, mandaall
felt at North Platte, Neh., by hanging
Lumbago and for Pain. Handy tin
relief."
Senor Muzlo at Hucnos Aires. So- of the finest couipleleil of
by
stretches
herself at the font of her bed In her cialist members of the chamber
highway in tory .powers mid countries that are boxes of twelve Bayer Tablets of AsCat Doaa't at Any Store, 60c a Bos
have Unit
cost
also
cents.
few
in
lo
came
Ihe
for
of
trenchstate.
arm,
pirin
Druggists
continuing
part
daughter's home, where she resided
Indorsed the measure.
ant
Is
sell
In
crllicism
the
debate
the
as
Aspirin
larger
packages.
A man believed to be K. L, Williams
league
The American
National Hunk of
Informal discussions are taking
FOSTER.MILBURN CO, BUFFALO, N. V.
N. M., will soon celebrate sembly on Ihe work done by the couu- - trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of
of Suit Lake City, a tourist, was killed
I'arls between American fi- Tucuiuciiri,
at
place
Monoacetlcacldester
il.
of Sallcycncld.
Its seventh anniversary. The business
and fifteen other persons were serinanciers with the purpose of estabHjulmar Braiiling of Sweden ac Advertisement.
of the Institution has been greatly inously Injured, several possibly fatally,
closer
between
cused the council and Ihe secretariat
when n sightseeing automobile was de- lishing
American banking Interests In France creased during Ihe past year and the nf
Not So Alluring.
t
Is
partiality and extravagance, Lord
molished by an electric train at
Critic Brunder Mathews said at a
end evolving practical methods for bank now one of lie soundest In the Hubert
Cecil,
South
near Los Angeles.
representing
slate.
Columbia tea :
helping French industries through
men In the vicinity of Africa, defended boib the council and
Twelve men sentenced to Jail on these Institutions. Five of Ihe largest
Livestock
rather than detail,
'Suggestion,
He was severe, how- the
secretarial.
N. M., report Unit Ihe
cliurges of gambling at Ottawa, Kan., American hanks and trust companies Magdalenu,
makes the most vivid picture. Detail,
about
the
ver,
lie
countries, which,
praised "lady luck" when Sheriff Al- hnve offices there.
ranges are the best for ninny years said,
Indeed, may spoil a picture completely.
Soap 25c, Oiatawat 25 aaa 50c, Tilcm 25c
accordllig to statistics are spendlison Informed the court bis jail was
'A preacher was describing heaven
The discovery of a generally tin and will carry double ihe stock that ing at per cent of their energies on
Is
now
on
"Jam full."
The court changed the known Rembrandt "Birth of Christ," there
to a widow whose husband had Just
them. Grass
grazing
sentences to fines while Hie sheriff estimated to be worth more than $.ri0,- is found everywhere and if there is a iniintnems ami complaining nt eco died. He said that the separation of
nomic Instability and a bud trade sitfair winter there will be plenty of feed
prepared to take a vacation.
000, Is reported from Nottingham. The
lie blamed the I'nited Slates deur ones was not for long, and then
uation,
Two men were electrocuted In a re- painting, which is signed by the great for all the. stock that can be placed on for the delay hi the udonliori of the with elaborate detail he pointed the
of those whom deuth refrigerating room at Woodrlver, III., Dutch muster, Is 74 Inches by 48 Inches the ranges.
A" and "B" iiiuniidiites,
and Intro happiness
united In I'arudise.
while working with an extension light In size. For the last 4."i0
Belief in the possibility that the duced a resolution
years It has
that these terms be
"When the preacher slopped for
cord. It Is believed that the wire be- been In the possession of the family mines of Arizona and New Mexico
defined
brent It the widow observed though- Life is a burden when the body
came overcharged by a stroke of light of Its
present owner, .Mrs. Catherine would open about the first of the year
The commission
on tiiiieiKlinentg
is racked with pain. Everything
tfully:
ning (luring a severe electric storm. Gadd, widow of a prominent lace" was expressed recently by Dr. L. D.
" 'Well, I suppose his first wife has worries and the victim becomes
The men are George Downey and Gil- manufacturer.
Hicketts of Warren, Ariz., consulting finished its labors by deciding not to
recommend
of
'
amend
ail
"
adoption
bert McMnnigle.
got him iigaln, then.'
engineer for the Inspiration Consoli- ment
despondent and dov. carted. To
The world's poultry congress was dated
by 0. J. Doberty, delegate from
the
Canaiieu
Company,
take
back
Itansome ,7. Thompson was senCopper
sunshine
the
bring
article N.
opened In Holland by Queen Wllhel-mln- Consolidated
It
tenced to a term not to exceed fifCopper Company and the Canada,an eliminating
DEAFNESS
CATARRHAL
and Prince Henry. Fifteen couninterpretative resolution in- Is
International Smelling and Kefliiing passed
teen years In the state penitentiary
greatly relieved by constitutional treattries sent exhibits. The United States
tended to meet American objections to ment
HALL'S CATARRH. MKDICINB
Company.
lifter be hail pleaded guilty to two Is
Is a constitutional
Catarrhal
by educational displays,
lie clause.
represented
remedy.
counts charging grand larceny in the
on
work
Is caused
constructhe
Deafness
an inflamed conPreliminary
among them a model poultry farm,
That a President of Ihe United dition of Uie mucous bylining of the Eusta
a power dam over the Pecos
tion
of
misappropriation of $8'p,0(MI and
which greatly. Interested the queen.
chian Tube. When
tube Is In named
from (ienrge A. Ilonnel & Co., Demonstrations of Ihe methods emriver near Dexter. N, M., bus been Mates cannot alone bind his govern you have a rumbling this
sound or Imperfect
ment on a question of mainlines, is hearing, and when It is entirely closed,
the
at
of
started
and
Texus.
the
packers,
Austin,
soundings
The National Remedy of Holland for ovar
ployed on such farms were given by
Deafness Is the result. Unless the Inbrought out in u paragraph of tiie last flammation
can be reduced, your hearing
200 years; it ia an enemy of all pains reMasked mpn numbering more than Professor Hire of Cornell and Profes- slreuni has been taken. A concrete American
on mandates, copies of may be destroyed
note
HALL'S
forever.
In
o(Hl
dam
feet
from kidney, liver and uric add
length, -- 0 feet in which
one bundled overpowered the night sor Beach of the University of Calithe sulting
acts
CATARRH
MEDICINE
through
deleare
the
among
circulating
troubles. All druggists, three sizes.
height, Is proposed, anil it is estiblood on the mucous surfaces of the sysJailer at Collinsvllle, Okla., and after fornia.
of
Ihe
of
Nations
as
and
League
gates
inflammation
tem, thus reducing the
mated that Willi the liol'iiuil flow of
Lock for Am nam GoM Medal ra mtw beat
taking from Jail E. Scott, charged GENERAL
In restoring normal
mmd accaat a
imitatio
water at. this point several thousand sembly. The note Is da led August 8, assisting Nature
with automobile theft, and Hoy
Is
to
and
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note
France.
The
1.1
comMeadows,
tree. All Druggists.
old,
Circulars
Harry
can
be
years
developed.
horsepower
who attempted to secure
The Difference.
F. J. Cheney A Co., Toledo, Ohio. A
treats of "A" mid "B" mandates. It
mitted suicide at Springfield, Mo
Joe Wiggins, former convict, who
Scott' release, conveyed the pnlr by
Miss Lena Ashwell's part In "Mrs.
that Yap belongs In another vcrtlsement
states
to school, where he killed two men
than
rather
go
and wounded two oth- en t
iiutomnhlle to o lonely spot eight miles
Dane's Defense" was one night taken
egory.
feared the other boys would "pick on ers nt u dance at
Better Retire.
east of Tulsa and lushed them with
Allison, X. M., vowed
by an understudy.' In the audience
him."
The
Amerllie
nole
"I'm
life,"
tired
of
restates,
general
discouraged and
lo his friends as be left Gallup earlier
whips.
was a warm admirer of Miss Ashwell,
on
ican
Mandates
the
of
mandates.
head
declared
the family.
position
Eugene II. Stafford of Boston, a that
that lie would kill five
who wept bitterly as the piece conHecedlng tides In the Oulf of Alas- balloonist, fell 600 feet to his dentil men evening
"Why so despondent?" asked bis tinued. "It Is lucky for you Miss
before morning, according to respecting lie former German colka on Tuniiigiiln Arm, have revealed
II
friend.
at a fair at North Adnins, Mass. His their statements. They thought him onies,
says, were only made possi
Isn't playing," said her friend.
a
t
vein nf gold quartz assay- web belt broke as be
"Statistics."
changed para Joking. He picked five men in a cor- ble hy the victory of the allied and
"If this moves you so much, you
about
to
the
$100
ing
ton, according chutes in an
do
wlllch
Unitto
associated
of
the
What's
"Statistics?
that
double
got
powers,
rener
mid
five
parafired
limes
his
attempted
with
wouldn't be able to stand that." "Mls
lo reports received. Hocks projecting chute
ed Slates was one.
with it?"
drop.
volver. Itnmon Garcia and J. F. Alcu-niAshwell not playing?" said the adover the. seu were snld to huve disof
hours
that
"Yes;
fle
they
say
so
were
The American government affirms
One dead, two dying and ten others
badly injured that llc.v
mirer,,, and atj, once; began. td dry her
closed several other rich veins. These
for whom physicians hold out little died, and Ben Ortiz and Duve (Jrlricn the right to have a voice equal to work a day is enough to supply each ears wlth: a ;resentful expression.
discoveries supplement recent strikes
livof
a
member
the
with
community
that of any other power In deciding
and two more with only a des- were seriously wounded.
of highly vuluuhle quartz near An hope,
ing, provided the work be equally
perate chance for recovery, are vic
Two important
appointments of the mandates over former Turkish shared by all.
Perfectly Healthy.
chorage.
tims of toadstools eaten hy mistake Arizona men have Just been niiide at possessions.
"Is this son you speak of ado"Well, I'm the only olie In five in lescent?"
for mushrooms at I.a Porte. Ind.
WASHINGTON
The
Unit
note
The
first was
of
makes, suggestions of
Washington.
If stalls
A call to the executive committee
The wheat hind plowing mutch, a Frank L. Thomas, who successfully changes In Ihe terms of the Turkish my family that labors. So,
"No; lie's lis healthy as any boy yon
are true, to support the crowd I've ever
and council of tile National Woman's contest open to plowmen of the world, passed the examination given by the mandates, some being that consular tics
saw."
to work 25 hours a day."
party to meet In Washington, on the was held on the John Wolf farm near comptroller of the currency for Na tribunals, under capitulations from the got
Life never rises any higher than the
same day that Congress reconvenes, Plalnfleld, III. Over 10,000 persons tional Hank Examiner and bus been powers, shall remain In force until the
Evolution of a Name.
belief.
The man who believes wrong
was sent out by Miss Elsie Hill, chair witnessed (lie final furrows turned. commissioned at a salary (if $,",000 a governments
are organized
under
"I thought your wife's name was
will behave wrong.
man of the party.
The great preponderance of entries year and expenses mid assigned to inundates, and that If Ihe inuiiilutes
Elizabeth?"
;
Los Angeles district. The second Is E. are surrendered the consular tribunals
Detection of three additional coun- was In the tractor contests.
"So it Is."
terfeit federal reserve notes, a $."0
Joseph Cain, sheriff of Boone coun- Q. Nornnin, who bus received the ap- shall he restored.
"Then why do yon call her Peggy?'
as
Ihe
of
Farm
lleglster
note of the Federal Heserve Hank of ty, Ind., was shot to death In a bat- pointment
"Short for I'egusa."
Lund
Bunk
ut
Berkeley, Calif.
tle with whisky bandits. One bandit
Kansas City, a $20 note on lie
To Open Shantung Question.
"What hns that got to do with it?"
Manuel Gurcla and Jose Perez were
His three companions,
Vu., Federal Heserve Hank and was wounded.
"Why, I'cgnsn is feminine for Pcga
received
Washington. Cablegrams
a truckload of whisky, es- found guilty of first degree murder
a $10 note on the Federal Hank of driving
from Toklo disclose Hint .In pun has sus.
at
for
i
n
Tombstone
The
wounded
suld
Jess
been
tin
has
the
Fisher,
announced by
Boston,
caped.
slaying
they
'Well?"
foreman of the John Slaughter ranch made another effort to open negotiahad come from Chicago.
Treasury Department.
'Well, Pegasus Is an Immortal
relinwith
the
China
lo
Arizona-Sonortions
on
looking
the
border, eighteen
steed."
Permanent agencies should be estabDaniel Tobln, president of Ihe Inof
Tun
and
miles
Tsiug
by
east
Japan
of Douglas. Ariz., on May quishment
lished to provide credit, running from ternational Brotherhood of Teamsters,
'What of that?"
4 last. The Jury deliberated Iwo hours other parts of the Shantung peninsula.
She's in the
Not so loud.
six months to three years, for farmers' Chauffeurs, Stablemen
'Sh
and Helpers
Mr.
was
laken
The
by
and thirty nilnules before reporting its
olmtn, Jap- next room.
step
You see, an Immortal
production nml marketing purposes to and member of the executive council
diat
anese minister
Peking, who, by
fill the gap between short and long of the American Federation of Labor, verdict, which carried a recommendasteed Is an everlasting nug, and ther
Perez rection of his government, notified the you are!"
lime credit furnished by existing bank- refused to affirm or deny reporls that tion that the court sentence
and Garcia to life Imprisonment. Mr. Chinese foreign minister that he wag
the executive
of he bad resigned from
ing syslenis, Clinlrmnn Anderson,
prepared to comply with the Chinese
Correct English.
the congressional commission Investicouncil. He also refused to. say whe- Fisher was shot and killed while
sisting tin attempt to loot Ihe stores desire to stale the scope of Ihe negoA Friiiiklln mother had been tench'
gating agricultural conditions, declared ther he had resigned as treasurer of on
In
such
the
tiations
ranch.
iiuving
relinquishment
laiigbler
In a statement.
son correct Kngthe American Federation of Labor.
lnjr her
view.
lisli and (old him he must never say
During n heavy electrical storm,
Word reached Watertown, N. Y., ol
Henry Ford has been Invited to
ain't."
the sinking of the schooner Oliver lightning struck the line of the Moun
by Secretary Weeks to come to WashMany Slain in Chinese War.
tain States Telephone Company be
One day, w hile eating his dinner, he
ington lit his convenience to discuss Mowatt, coal laden, after a collision
I'eking. A dispatch from Ichuiig, stopped abruptly and said:
with government officials bis pro- in Luke Ontario off the main Duck tween YUnslnw mid Flagstaff, Ariz..
Mother,
you mustn t ever say
twenty poles and Htipeli province, reporls heavy fightto purchase and lease the Islands with the freighter Key West. splintering about
posal
Hue out of commission.
It ing between Ihe northern and south- 'ain't,' fni ll's a naughty word."
.Muscle SbonlH Alabama nitrate plant The schooner was cut In two and the putting the
look the repair gangs nearly two days ern forces, will) Ihe Szechuan left wing
Yes," mild mother, "you are right,
and water power project.
captain, Thomas L. Van Duesen, 0."). lo
the line working properly again. attacking the defenses of lchting. The Itobert, hut what shall I sny?"
get
n
womThe estate of Eugene Field, poet of of Picton, Out., Ills mate mid
He looked puzzled and then his face
It. Marl In. confessed robber' nf Ihe dispatch adds that reinforcements for
childhood, has been closed In 1'rohate an conk went down with the ship.
bunk
at Curlew. Iowa, learned Hint bis the northern tinny are arriving. Two Ilglited tip and lie replied:
Court In (.'III rn go by the widow, Mrs.
David Behnlce of the Checkerboard
of the northern
hundred members
"Why, mother, you must say 'sense
In
the
"
robbery
Julia Field, after pending for nearly field, carrying a wonmn passenger, companion
me,' " ineiiniiig "excuse me." Indianhlin out of $.'!,(l."i0 of the ml,, forces have been driven Into the Yung-Tsfinal
The
twenty-siyears.
report won the Labor Day airplane derby at hery proceeds. Sheriff J. N.
river and drow ned. It Is es. limited apolis News.
.hickson
shows the estate, totaling $10,31 1.T4, Chicago, flying the
of Em tsliurg, Iown, told Martin this there have been 10,0()0 casualties on
was divided between the widow, three course, In 411 minutes.
He was closely when he
Personal Exemption.
came lo Globe. Ariz., to take both sides. Sieamers leaving Icliiing
sons and two daughters of the poet. followed by Price Holllngswortli, John
are under fire, although crowded w ith
Mrs. Henpeck
Hereafter, bring
Martin
to
hack
Iowa.
Martin
got
only
Only one bill was allowed, $,".r0 for a Klser and James Cumin. The other
me your pay envelope as it is handed
refugees.
of the total of $K(K) cash ami
.$i"0
pair of trousers, purchased by Field five starters, Including Charles DickThere's a shortage
you. unbroken.
Once you've
bonds taken In the Aug. 1!) robIn 18!.r.
Corn Crop Makes Improvement.
inson, tiie oldest pilot In the Chicago bery.
here. Explain.
the
of
corn
the
enjoyed
Recovery
Go
Washington.
wlio
is
out
finished
I
took
Mr. Henpeck (hrai!y)
Prohibition officials will make no district,
years old,
The program committee of t),,.
toasted flavor
crop (luring August from the serious my car fare and lunch money, which
attempt to keep the forthcoming dis- within n few nilnules more.
Hereford Breeders' Association
(Inniage sustained from July wen! her under the Income tax law I Interpret
armament conference "dry," It was
The death of Miss Mary Louise has
you will althe list for the
the
conditions featured
September as my personal exemption. New York
announced officially at the treasury Craffiiui, a missionary of Ihe Ameri- show completed
which will be held in Fort Sumof
the
of
ways want it
Agreport
Department
Sun.
department. Prohibition of field Is bold can Bonn! of Commissioners for For- ner, X. M., Ihe middle of October, In- grain
riculture. Favored with good growing
that liquors for delegates to the dis- eign Missions, nt Sivns, Asia Minor, dications are Unit Ibis will
be one of temperatures and plenty of rain In
armament conference must be permit- was announced In a cable messnge. Ihe most
Why would the average man rather
successful shows of its kind practically the entire corn belt, the be charged with malice than with makted because of diplomatic Immunity, Miss Grnffam, the only American at
ever held In this part of the slate and production forecast made a jump of
and nil recommendations of the stnte Sivns much of the time during the
ing a blunder?
many of the breeders are now making
bushels, bringing the indidepartment for permission for liquor World war, incurred the displeasure preparations to enter the exhibit.
cated production to 3,1S1,000,K)0 bush
LibNatioiml progress is the sum of inlo enter the I'nited States will have of Turkish officials at times and an oreral prizes will be awarded to the win- els, or only 48.000,MH) bushels less than dividual industry and energy.
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
the approval of the treasury depart der for her execution was signed In
ners.
last year's corn crop, the largest
one Instance.
meiit.
A Jack lubblf drive will soon
be grown.
Edward Barnes, 47, merchant, was started in the eastern
Preparations for advancing upwards
New'
of
purr
f
n
on
shot and killed in a ward at the Mexico
of $ 1,000, 000.1 HK) In agricultural and
Cowboy Shot in Hotel.
under the direction of County
live stock credits under recent legisla- rear of his home nt Cape Girardeau,
Will of Hoosevelt county. It is
N. M.
I'liud Cobb, cow
Titcuincarl,
"My fair face was my fortune once
igent
Mo. His wife snld .$3,000 he had was
tion have virtually been coniMlcted by
In a roundup being held
that
hundreds
contestant
of
farmers
expected
But ev'rybody knows
boy
Mrs. Humes Is held by police from both
the War Finance Corporation.. The missing.
Curry mid Hoosevelt coun- here, died from u bullet wound. Kill
since that box of 'Faultless' came,
That
nu Investigation. Fred Foeste,
pending
ties will take part In the big drive to Ynught, another cowboy, was arrested.
corporation probably will be ready Lit, n
is sought by the po- rid
fortune's in my clothes."
My
the
In
of
a
The
these
room
occurred
hotel
country
shooting
pests,
within a week to function. To expe- lice.
Juan
Mrs.
HanSimmons.
In
Vega,
of
Fred
boy
occupied by
dite the advances, executive commitTwo through ' Florida passenger over, was drowned while
statement Cobb suld
swimming In an
tees nre being formed In agricultural trains, the Dixie
Flyer and Seminole a water hole at Gold Gulch, N. M he bad gone to Mrs. Simmons' room in
u nd slock ruining sections and will atLimited, running between Jackson- The hoy was alone at the time, but an effort to effect n reconciliation betend to preliminary details of applica- ville anu Chicago, met In a rear-enIt Is supposed that he was seized with tween her mid her husband, who was
tions, making; the necessary Investiga- collision at Sumner, Gu., on the Atlan crumps and was unable to
get to the a former partner of Cobb. Answering
tions and determining the adequacy of tic Coast Line railroad. Several paS
bore.
a knock on the door,
he was shot
were
securities offered.
osnger
injured.
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Makes Hose Wear
Proper Care, Expert Says,
Save Much Expense.
One-Ha-

Size Larger Thin

lf

Will

BLACK

TAKING TOO "LOUD" PATTERNS

Pittsburgh

VELVET FALL BONNET

Regular

longer.

The same rule is the first one to
follow when silk hose are purchased".
size largf
If hosiery is bought
er than one wears in cotton or lisle,
the wearing quality Is greatly ( increased.
A little sewing is the next precaution to take. Each individual wears
out his stockings in a particular ulaee.
In
Some invarlbly get a hole
the
right large toe, while others suffer
with holes in the hel or on the bottom of the sock first. Because of a lithole or "run," $5 worth of
tle
silk stocking is laid aside. The Idea Is,
then, to remedy, or prevent, this 25- With
cent hole before it appears.
ordinary sewing silk weave or darn
around and over the area where the
hole usually appears. This will
the silk In this place so that
the hole cannot get a start.
"Buns," or "Jacob's ladders." can
also be prevented in the stocking so
that one gets his money's worth out
one-hal-

LIKE

The big hats with stiff brims are
The Coming Contest.
rather awkward in a crowd, so the
"I see your town Is going to vote
flapping brim has come to take its on the
of issuing bonds for
This hat is of black velvet a water question
place.
works system," said a guest.
trimmed with- two calla lilies. The
"What do you anticipate will, be the
checkered blouse goes very well with
outcome?"
the hat.
"Hard to tell," replied the landlord
of the tavern at Tumllnville, Ark.
of the pair. At the top of the stock "The young
people are mostly for It,
ing, below the hem, ran a sewing
and the folks that have traveled and
stitch completely around, and like to show off, and the newcomers
fasten the garters aboe tils stitch. from the North, and so on. But the
Another precaution against the dread
are unanimously ag'ln It.
ed run is unusual care In putting on They say
they've never gone swimmln'
the stocking.
It should he rolled in a house yet and it's too late now
down to and including the heel. The to learn old
dogs new tricks, and, anytoe of the stocking then should be how,
they're opposed to paying for the
put over the foot, and the rest then privilege of going into Godnlinlghty's
CAPE worked easily over the heel.
This free water. So It looks like a stand-on.- "
method of putting on the stocking pre
Kansas City Star.
vents the nail of the toe from acci
a
dentally catching thread.
Vanity of the Sex.
The expert further contends that the
Hubby We've certainly got a houseIlk stockings should be worn only ful of flies.
ice before being washed.
Wlfey Yes, and I think they're all
The drying of silk stockings Is one females, too.
of the most Important steps affecting
What makes you think
Hubby
their longevity. If the stockings are hat?
colored they should be placed between
Wlfey Why, they all settle on the
two bath towels and allowed to dry mirrors.

"THREE-DECKE-

Children Cry For

Says
Ani-

'tf

llnve you seen whnt appears to lie
a corner of a boudoir walking down
the street? Well,' you soon will. They
are already appearing In tennis courts
hereabouts. Girls in chintzes and cre
tonne, with lurge splashy patterns all
over them, exactly like the velour parlor chairs in their summer wrappings,
tliey are. Bright carmine drapery linens with blue stripes and yellow
dots, scenic chintzes of huge patterns
and vivid hues hi futuristic designs
showing languorous figures In eccen
tric poses are among the favoriteR not
only for sport skirts, but for entire
costumes, hats and 'mas. "I never
thought of going into the dressmaking
business," said an Interior decorator,
'but women seem to be buying more
large figured
drapery fabrics for
clothes than for houses this season.
There are some designs I will not let
them have, thuugh, for such purposes."
He showed a chintz, enormously pat
terned with red and yellow farm
scenes.
"That, for Instance," lie add
ed, "one of them was determined to
dress herself in, but I said positively
that she couldn't." Pittsburgh Leader.

them that the average motorist gives
his automobile tires, is explained as
follows by the silk stocking expert:
When the motorist buys a tire he
must necessarily pick out the right
size, or it would not fit bis rim. He
knows, too, that If he gets a size slightly larger, culled an "oversize tire," his
car will not only ride easier, but the

last

Decorator

mated Parlor Chairs.

How two pairs of silk liose may be
be made to last an incredibly longtime
If the wearer will take the care of

will

Interior

Women Will Soon Resemble

Size Is Advised; Wear Only Once
Before Washing.

tire
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Special Care of Baby.
That Baby should have a bed of its

own all are agreed. Tet it
is more reasonable for an Infant to sleep with grown-up- s
than to use
a man's medicine in an attempt to regulate the delicate organism of
that same infant. Either practice Is to be shunned. Neither would
be tolerated by specialists ?n children's diseases.
Your Physician will tell you that Baby's medicine must be
prepared with even greater care than Baby's food.
A Baby's stomach when in good health is too often disarranged
by improper food. Could you for a moment, then, think of giving
to your ailing child anything but a medicine especially prepared
for Infants and Children ? Don't be deceived.
Make a mental note of this: It is important, Mothers, that
you should remember that to function well, the digestive organs of
your Baby must receive special care. No Baby is so abnormal thut
the desired results may be had from the use of medicines primarily
prepared for grown-up- s.
MOTHERS
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Esse! Copy of Wrapper.

Interrupted Profit.
"I understand there Is oil in the
neighborhood of Crimson fiulrh."
"There is," replied Cactus Joe. "But
It was mismanaged. They insisted on
tryln' to got it out in paying quantities Instead of goin' on forever sellin'
stock."

'

Setting-U-

Drill.

"Don't you think I ought to exShe "Yes!
ercise my mind more?"
Why not take It outside?" Cartoons
He

Magazine.

T4f

ciNTAOII

COmmny.

Knew What He Wat Doing.
Photoplay Writer "Hut look here!
This character is supposed to lie a
very homely mnn. and you have cast
for thut part the handsomest man In
Director "Oh. he'll
your company."
he homely enough when the camera
man mid the developer get through
with him. You. see. he's engaged to
the star, and both of those boys are In
love with her." Film Fun.

It's a wise man who knows how to
live on his wife's relations.

niw vork city.
So

Considerate.

Two golfers sliced their drives into
of the
the rough and went In senn-balls. They sen relied for a long time
without success, ii dear old Indy watch-lu- g
them with kindly mid sympathetic
eyes.
At last, after the search had proceeded for half an hour, she spoke te
them.
"I hope I'm not Interrupting yon.
she said sweetly, "but
gentlemen,"
would It he cheating If I told you
where they are?"

slowly.

Stockings should never he hung In
the sun or in a bright light at the
window to dry. Illustrated World.
FALL FASHION BRIEFS
Plaited flounces are used on sleeves,
as side panels and as tunics.
Bands of gingham may trim a smart

I

J

The Great Purchasing Power of

sport costume of wool Jersey.
Perfume balls are worn around the
neck on ribbon and bead chains.
Some of the more elaborate types
of new linen frocks Indulge In many
scallops.

Frocks of crepe de chine are worn
with long circular capes of the same

material.
Japanese sleeves with linings of
bright georgette are a feature of ad
vance fall models.
Leghorns are being shown again In
a
variety of broad and medium
effects as well as poke
brimmed

By making Dr. Price's Baking Powder with Phosphate instead of Cream of
Tartar, we are enabled to offer it at a surprisingly low price. You now pay only
z.
can of this pure and wholesome baking powder.
25c. for the large-siz- e
12-o-

A Gift from Your Grocer

shapes;

A frock of pale pink organdie, with
a yoke back and front formed by loose

smocking, is a smart addition to the
wardrobe of the tiny miss.
Cray and brown, which you used
to believe you could not combine, are
being
long riding cloak of
Reviving
Revolutionary days as an early autumn wrap comes this model from
Paris. The fine black serge is thrice
banded with broad strips of fur, one
of them edging a small overcape and
the other two simulating similar
capes.
the

combined

smartest
wear.

now in some

of dresses for fall

of

An opportunity cannot last forever, and so we say, go to your Grocer today and
receive free a copy of the New Dr. Price Cook Book with your purchase of

the

Dr. PRICE'S

street

Long, rather straight lines are to
be adhered to. according to present
Indications, with suit coats many of
them, at least long enough to al
most conceal the skirt, and elaborate
ly fur trimmed.

Phosphate Baking Powder

25c
only
12
For a

STYLES IN WHITE HATS ARE MANY
Trim Sailor With Ribbon Trimming and rounded of crown. .The felt brim
Vies With Blossom Decorated
is bound with ribbon, and a twist of
ribbon with perhaps a small bow en
Chapeau That Is Larger.
circles the base of the crown. Smart
With the great vogue for all white Is
a Maria Guy shape of black velvet
It is natural this should be popular for with the under side of the brim lined
felt hats, and they are with us from with
cyclamen velvet, a fold of cycla
the trim sailor with ribbon trimming men velvet
twisted about the base of
blossom-trimmeof
d
hut
larger
to the
the crown. The new shapes are large
drab-nes- s
and
dullness
The
proportions.
rather than small the broad, slightly
of a plain white felt Is more apt
brims shading the face
a
large drooping
to be relieved, however, by
wax flower, a pond lily, or gardenia, thoroughly.
by silk fringe arranged in some novel
Plum Custard.
The flower
cascade or cabochon.
Boil some plums In water until
trimming is strong on all felts, and
then drain and chop them. Put
unusual flower trimming at that, hywild one quart of milk In a double boiler
nasturtiums,
dandelion,
drangea,
and when lukewarm add three well- oats, lacquered foliage and so on.
one-nai- f
cup of sugar
Some felt hats have felt flowers; one. beaten eggs,
level tablespoons of corn
two
and
odd
an
hag
black
soft
felt,
a very
a little cold
combination of little green velvet ap- starch moistened with
and milk .or cream. Stir until It thickens
ples, pink silk apple blossoms,
and bolls for eight minutes, then regreen leaves painted upon the felt
move from the Are. Add one tea
Itself,
of lemon and vanilla ex- But if one hat In ten Is white, eight spoon each
trnct and the plums, stir well end
of the others are gray. The gray vogue
that is dying so hard has had a star- serve when cold.
tling convalescence in the gray felt
Tapioca Snow.
hat. It is to be found in those soft
Sonk one cup of tapioca until soft
little rolled hats, close fitting and decook until clear. When clear
mure, that frame the faces of our and then well-beaten
bobba'1-hal- r
yolks of four eges
sisters, little hats with a add the
sweeten to taste. Cook for three
saucy bunch of waxed blossoms laid and
on one side, three saucier lacquered minutes, dissolve two tablespoons of
in one-hal- f
cup or boiling
quills thrust through a fold of the gelatin
cool by adding to one cup
felt, or Insinuating bunches of coque water and
feathers brushing the wearer's cheek of cold water. As soon as It begins
to set, beat In with the stiffly beaten
on one or both sides.
Black, brown or dark green, and whites of four eggs. When sufficiently
beat In the tapioca and the Juice
possibly bright green will be the colors fluffy,
for felU for later wear. The cloche Is of three lemons. Pour Into a mold o
favorite, very broad of brim molds and set away to harden.

gln

large size can,

oz.

With Dr. Price's Phosphate Baking Powder and this Cook Book, a new joy will

come into the home wholesome baking, economical baking, easy baking.
Recipes for every occasion, breakfast, lunch, dinner. New hints, new delights,
all are included.
Just one of the Recipes from

this

New Cook Book:

LUNCHEON OR SANDWICH ROLLS
4 cups flour

1
tablespoon shortening
cups milk
teaspoon salt
6 teaspoons Dr. Price's Bakinf Powder
Sift together flour, salt and baking powder; rub in shortening; add milk, snd mix with
spoon to smooth dough easy to handle on floured board. Turn out dough; knead quickly
a few times to impart smoothness; divide into small pieces; form each by hand into
short, rather thick tapering rolls; place on greased pans and allow to stand in warm
place 15 to 20 minutes; brush with milk. Bake in very hot oven. When almost baked
brush again with melted butter. Bake 10 minutes longer and serve hot. If a glazed
finish is desired, before taking from oven brush over with yolk of egg which has been
mixed with a little cold water.
These rolls make excellent sandwiches, using for fillings either lettuce and mayonnaise,
sliced or chopped ham, chopped seasoned cucumbers, egg and mayonnaise with a very
little chopped onion and parsley, or other filling desired.

li

1

Dr. Price's Baking Powder is guaranteed to contain no alum. It is the most
wholesome
baking powder you can buy!
low-pric- ed

On Sale

at all Grocers
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Want a Trip

An Outing in New Mexico's

to

California
Hills

Pine-Cla- d

RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN
lie it Enacted by the Legislature of JOINT
AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE XIII OP
the State of New Mexico.
Laws of 1921.
CONSTITUTION
THE
Op THE
That Article XI of the Constitution
STATE OF NEW MEXICO, ENTITtutional amendments are submitted of the State of New Mexico, entitled
LANDS."
LED
"PUBLIC
other than Municipal" be
to the qualified voters of the State "Corporations
amended by adding thereto a new sec- S. J. R. N. 11, Appr. March 12, 1921.
of New Mexico for adoption or re- tion to be numbered Section 19 to read Be It Resolver by the Legislature of the
State of New Mexico.
m follows:
To provide vacation opportunities for those who otherwise might be denied the
Sec. 1. That Article XIII of the Con"Sec. 19. The Legislature may by
jection to the Special Election to be
of the state of New Mexico
stitution
or
alter
the
enactment
1921.
change,
enlarge
held September 20,
so
as
as
to
be
amended
follows:
read
or
cor
the stale
duties
pleasure and benfit of change and rest, The Albuquerque Daily and Sunday
powers and
"ARTICLE XIII PUBLIC LANDS"
MANUEL MARTINEZ,
iteration Commission created by Sec
1.
to
lands
"Section
All
the
1
Article
of
for
control
Herald has arranged to provide a round-tri- p
this
belonging
tion
ticket to Los Angeles, San Diego- - and
Secretary of State. and
of corporations and the State of New Mexico and all lands
regulation
or
to
confirmed
transferred
or
for
the
alter
granted,
provisions
the ocean beaches of Southern California (Pullman and meals enroute included)
may change
0
the State by Congress, and all lands
the enforcement of its orders.
Until the Legislature shall otherwise hereafter acquired, are declared to be
No. 1.
for every person in New Mexico, young or old, who turns .in forty (40) annual
made by the com public lands of the state to be held
PROVIDING nrnvlde anv order
RESOLUTION
JOINT
mission fixing or changing any charge or disposed of as may be provided by
SK.C-TOOF
ce
AMENDMENT
paid-in-advanKOR THB
rate or relating to any matter with law for the purpose for which they
subscription to The Daily and Sunday Herald.
VII OF THE or
2 OK ARTICLE
in its authority shall be binding upon have been or may be granted donated
OF
STATE
THE
OF
CONSTITUTION
or company, or person to or otherwise acquired.
the
carrier,
"Section 2. A permanent Commis-- 1
NEW MEXICO.
For those who prefer an outing in the pine-cla- d
whom the same Is directed and shall
hills of New Mexico; or
H J. H. No. 18, Appr. Feb. 15, 1921.
be enforced by the Supreme Court ac sion to consist of three members, not
two
more
of
whom
than
to
shall
II,. II iiexolvpil by
of
such
terms
the
order
belong
a vacation trip" back to
old home," The Herald will provide an amount equal
cording
l
rw
II... Sii(' of
unless changed or modified by said to the same political party, is hereby
VII of the court
on a hearing applied for by such created which shall be known as the
That Section 2 of Article
Mecto
the
cost
total
of
the
California
New
of
Land
Commission.
State
State
i
Constituton of the
trip offered above; upon receipt of forty (40)
carrier, company or person
"Section 3. The members of the Com
co, be and the same Is hereby amended reasonable time limited in such order.
paid-in-advan- ce
,
mission
be
The
the
shall
gov-appointed by
subscriptions to
Upon any hearing or proceeding in
Daily and Sunday Herald.
"Sec 2. Every citizen of the United
court upon any oruer issued by ernor, by and with the advice and
,
States' who Is a legal resident of the any
commission within the scope of its consent of the Senate, and shall be
the
elector there- authority the burden of proof shall be subject to removal only for cause. Each
States and Is a qualified
any pub- upon the carrier, company or person member shal hold office for a term
in, shall be qualified to hold as
other to whom such order is directed to show of six years from and after his ap-- 1
lic office In the state except
In
consuiuiiuu.
tins
wise provided
the unreasonableness of any charge or polntment, and until his successor shall
The right to hold public office in the rate fixed or requirement specified in have been duly appointed and Quali
No matter where you live; if your home is within the boundaries of New Mexico, this offer of a va- be
not
shall
Mexico
New
such court and such court may of its fied; Provided, that the three members
stale of
denied or abridged on account of sex, own motion and shall upon request of of the Commission first appointed and
is
confirmed
shall
masculine
or
gender
cation with traveling expenses paid, is at your command.
authorand wherever the
immediately qualify
any interested party require
and classify themselves by lot so that
used in this Constitution, in defining ize additional evidence.
one of them shall hold office, for two
the qualifications for specific officers.
years, one for four years, and one for
It shall be construed to Include the
six years from and after January 1st,
For the Amendment
feminine gender, provided, however,
1923, and thereafter one Commissioner
poll
that the payment of public road
shall be appointed every two years;
i,..M mx or service on juries
iav
Provided, however, that the members
shall not be made a prerequlslt of the
of the Commission first to be aDDointed
hold
or
vote
to
a
of
female
right
shall be appointed during the regular
oft ii
Against the Amendment
session of the legislature to convene in
the year 1923, and provided further,
It's easy to sell the Herald, because it's New Mexico's best daily and Sunday newspaper.
But to
that until such Commission shall be
For the Amendment
duly appointed and qualified as hereinNo. 6
all the easier for you, we've arranged for you to offer with each annual subscription
the Commissioner of
make
above
it
provided,
to
PROPOSING
RESOLUTION
JOINT
Lands elected at the general
THE AMENDMENT OF SECTION 3, Public
1920 shall continue
in
the
election
year
The
no
AR
at
AND
Herald,
a
SECTION
additional
6,
XX.
to
ARTICLE
cost,
subscription
to act as Commissioner of Public Lands
TICLE IV, OF THE CONSTITUTION
Against the Amendment
all the powers and authority here
OF THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO. with
mm.
totore
cxerciseu
Dy
C. S. for S. J. R. No. 4 Appr. Mch 11,
"Section 4. The State Land Commis-- O1921
He it Resolved by the Legislature of sion shall select, locate, classify, and
have the direction, control, care and
the State of New Mexico,
of all public lands, under
Section 1. That Section 3, of Article disposition
the provisions of the Acts of Congress
A resolution proposing an Amendof
of
the
the
State
of
Consitution
and such regulations
thereto
ment to Section 22 of article II of the- XX,
relating
New Mexico be and the same is hereby as
may be provided by law.
Constitution of the State of New Mex- amended to read as follows:
5.
"Section
The
Commission shall
"Section 3. The term of office of
Jolnt Res. No. 9 (As Amended) Appr. every state, county or district officer, annually elect one of its members
and
a Chief
shall
Chairman
March 8, 1921
except the governor of the state, and Clerk, and such other appoint
He it Resolved
by the Legislature tho.se
elected to fill vacancies, shall ants and subordinants asofficers,be assist
may
of the State of New Mexico:
requiof
commence on the first
Section 1. That Section 22 of Article next after his election. dayThe January
term of site and necessary for the proper conII of the Constitution of the state of office of the governor of the state shall duct of the affairs of the State Land
Office. The Commission
shall preNew Mexico be amended so that the commence on the first day of Decemscribe Its own rules of order and prosaid section shall read as follows:
ber next after his election.
cedure concerning its official duties.
(COUPON)
Section 22. Until otherwise provided
Section 2. That Section 6, of Article The
salaries of the Commissioners shall
by law no alion Ineligible to citizen- IV, of the Constluion of the State of
fixed by the legislature.
ship under the laws of the United Sta-or New Mexico be and the same is hereby be "Section
Subscription Department
6.
All of the duties powers,
tes, or corporation, copartnership
amended to reau as follows
and prerogatives now by law incumassociation a majority of the stock or,
-"Section 6.
The Herald, Albuquerque, New Mexico
or
vested
bent
in
Commisupon
the
"Sub-Sectio- n
bienInterest In which is owned or held by
(A). The regular
of Public Lands of the State
such aliens shall acquire title, lease- nial session of the legislature shall be- sioner
Send me a book of vacation trip order blanks and full information about your vahold or other interest in dr to real gin at twelve o'clock, noon, on the of New Mexico, shal as soon as the
three members, appointed and con
estate in New Mexico.
iirst Tuesday of February next after first
firmed under authority .of this article
cation
offer.
each general election. No regular ses- shall
be Incumbent upon and
sion shall exceed sixty days and no vested qualify
in the State Land Commission,
For the Amendment
thirty days,
special session shall . exceed
said
and
Commissions
shall thereupon
All moneys re- be deemed to
"Sub Section (H)
(Name)
(Town)
be the legal successor of
ceived on account of the state from the
Commissioner
of
Public
of
name
any source whatsoever, shall be paid this State, and shall be boundLands
(Write
(Give H. R., P. O. Box or Street No.)
plainly)
and
Into the treasury thereof.
have power lo enforce all awfulby con"Sub-Sectio- n
The
(C).
legislature
Amendment
the
Against
entered into by the Commissionshall not appropriate any money out tracts,
or the treasury except in accordance er of Public Lands on behalf of the
State.
with the provisions of this section.
"Section 7. Anv Qualifier! Alaptnr. nf
"Sub-Sectio- n
(D). On or before the
15 Hi day of January in each year next the State of New Mexico, who has atNo. 3
tained
the age of thirty years, and who
seatbiennial
proceeding the
shall
been a resident of the State
PROPOSING s tate, except theregular
RESOLUTION
A JOINT
legislative depart of Newhave
Mexico for five years next proI
SECTION
TO
and
of
the
ment, institution
AN AMENDMENT
agency
his
ceeding
.si on of the
appointment shall be qualiOF ARTICLE V OF THE CONSTITU
legislature, every depart- fied
to hold office as a member of the1
TION OF THE STATE Or WSW ment, shall submit to the governor of State Land Commission.
the state a detailed statement showing
MEXICO, ENTITLED "EXECUTIVE
"Section 8 The State Land CnmmU- actual revenues and expenditures for slon
DEPARTMENT."
shall have a seal with an approthe two fiscal years intervening since
II. J. R. No. 19, Appr. Mch. 9, 1921.
priate device thereon and such seal
Re it resolved by the Legislature of the lust regular session of the legislato any instrument, signed by
affixed
ture, together with estimates of ap- the Chairman
the Slate of New Mexico:
or Acting Chairman, and
finan attested
propriations reguired to meet the lnstl-titioThat Section 1 of Article V of the cial
by the Chief Clerk, shall be
n
needs of such department,
Constitution of the state of New Mexfacie
eveidence
of the due execu
prima
or
as
Itemized
the
agency,
gover tion thereof.
ico, entitled "Executive Department"
may require.
be and the same Is hereby amended nor
"Section 9. Each memhnr of th
"Sub-Sectio- n
or
On
before
the
(IS).
to read as follows:
Commission
before entering upon
regular session ,t, a uuiies, shall,
"Section 1. The executive depart- twentieth day of every
tne
snail taKe
prethe governor shall scribed
ment shall consist of a governor, lieut of the legisature,
and
oath,
execute
enant governor, secretary of state, prepare,a and shall submit to athe legis- a bond, in favor of theshall
in the
State,
detailed
lature,
budget
containing
state auditor, state treasurer, attorney statement and estimate of ail antlci penal sum of $60,000.00, conditioned
general, superintendent of public inrevenues or me state, and a com upon the faithful performance of the
struction and commissioner of public pateu
to plan of proposed expenditures duties of his office.
"Section 10. The Chairman of
lands, who shall be elected for a term pie
Lut us supply your stationery needs
of two years beginning on.,the first for the state government, during the State Land Commission shall be the
the
third
day of January next after their elec- ensuingn Diennium,
member, together with the Govthe
For
purpose
(b).
tion.
of preparing his budget the governor ernor and Attorney General, of the
We do all kinds of commercial Printing
Such officers, except the superintendCommission created by Section 11, of
any board,
ent of public Instruction, after having shall have power to require
Act of Congress, approved June
onicer or uepariment to the
served two consecutive terms, shall be commission,
1920,
loth,
furnish him with
information ling Act." commonly called the EnabAND DO IT RIGHT
Ineligible to hold any state office for which he may deem any
necessary.
two years thereafter.
n
At
the
time
the
(G).
The officers of the executive departsubmits his budget to the
ment, except the Lieutenant overnor, governor
he shall also submit a bill,
Against the Amendment
during their terms of office, shall re- legislature,
to be known as the "General Approside and keep the public records, books,
Bill" which shall contain all
priation
seat
papers and seals of office at the
of the proposed appropriations of the
of government."
budget clearly Itemized and classified;
and the presiding officer of each bouse
For the Amendment
shall, immediately, cause said bill to
be referred together with the accomFor the Amendment
panying budget, to the appropriate
committee for its consideration. The
governor may, before final auction there
No. 8
to by the legislature, amend or suppleAgainst the Amendment
ment said budget and general appro- A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING
AN
AMENDMENT TO SECTION
priation bill, to correct any oversight,
or in case of any emergency, by delivTWO OF ARTICLE EIGHT OF THEJ
CONSTITUTION OF THIS. STATE OF
ering such amendment or supplement
to the presiding officers of both houses;
NEW MEXICO.
No. 4
Ti KSOM'TION
A JOINT
PROPOSING and such amendment or supplement C. S. for S. J. R. No. 21, Appr. March
a
shall
become
of
said
12, 1921.
thereby
part
A N AM KN DM KNT TO
ti KCTION B
BERED 16.
have voted In favor of creating such
appropriation bill as an addi- Be It Resolved by the Legislature of
H. J. R. No. 25, Filed Mch, 28, 1921
OF AHTK'LH VIII OF THE CON- general
debt."
to
the
of
or
tion
bill
items
said
as
a
the State of New Mexico
OF THE STATE OF modification
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of
STITUTION
the
Amendment
For
Section 1. That Section 2 of Artiof, or a substitution for
NEW MKXtro. ENTITLED "TAXAthe State of New Mexico;
any item of said bill such amendment cle VIII of the Constitution of the
TION AND REVENUE."
Section 1. That the following
For the Amendment
of New Mexico be, and the same
may effect.
State
supplement
H. J. K. No. 41, Appr. MaYch 11, 1921. or "Sub-Section
to Article IX of the Constitu(H). The legislature is hereby amended to read as follows:
He it Resolved by the Legislature of
tion
of the State of New Mexico as an
"Sec. 2. The maximum rate of taxmay amend such general appropriation
the Amendment
the State of New Mexico:
section of said Article IX,
Against
additional
bill
to
the
be
levied
items
ation
by
for
therein
all
increasing
state proposSection 1, That Section 5 of Article
to be numbered Section 16, Is proposed
to the Judicial
es and uses. Including the educational
Department,
VIII of the Constitution of the state relating
to be submitted to the electors of the
not
but
or
otherwise
alter
may
the
Amendment
and
charitable
amend
penal,
Against
institutions, shall
of New Mexico, entitled '"Taxation and such
state at an election to be held.
No. 9
except to strike out or reduce not exceed six mills on the dollar of
Revenue," be and the same Is hereby limes bill,
Section 16. Laws enacted by the
therein.
the assessed valuation of all Drouertv JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN
amended so as to read as follows:"Sub-Sectio- n
Fifth Legislature authorizing the Issue
to taxation in the state. The
AMENDMENT OF SECTION TWEIr
10
Section 6. 'The legislature may ex- action on the (I). Prior to the final subject
and sale of State Highway Bonds for
No.
tax
maximum
of
rate
to
levied
be
general
ARTICLE
THE
NINE OF
for
VE OF
the purpose of providing funds for the
empt from taxation property of each bill the legislature may appropriation
CONSTITUTION OF THE STATE OF JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN construction
provide for an county purposes and uses, nirvni
head of a family to the amount of two its
and Improvement of State
salaries, mileage and necessary leg Ing special school levies general school
AMENDMENT TO SECTION 2 OF
NEW MEXICO, ENTITLED "STATE
hundred dollars, and the property of islative
Highways and to enable the State to
tax
levies special levies for health pur
expenses by special appropria
ARTICLE X OF THE CONSTITUCOUNTY AND MUNICIPAL INDEBT
meet and secure allotments of Federal
every
honorably dicharged soldier, tion ouis, specincany
to
such
on
limited
aiiu
OF
NEW
levies
OF
STATE
TION
THE
louses,
EDNESS."
special
specific clas
Funds to aid in construction and Imsailor, marine and army nurse, and the purposes, nut before final action on th se sof property,
shal not exceed five II. J. R. No. 32, Appr. Mch. 14, 1921.
MEXICO, ENTITLED "COUNTY AND provement of roads, and laws so en
widow of every such soldier, sailor, or
appropriation bill, it shall not (5) mills on the doilar: provided, How- - Re It Enated by the Legislature of
MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS."
acted
marine, who served in the armed forces general
authorizing the Issue and sale
enact
mm.
a
other
any
over,
tax not
two (2)
appropriation bill,
H. J. R. No. 40, Appr. Mrc. 14, 1921.
the State of New Mexico:
of the United States at any time during cept upon,
of State Highway Debentures to anrecommendation of the gov- mills on the dollarsexceeding
of the assessed
Section 1. That Section 2 of Article ticipate the
Section 1. That It Is hereby pro
the period In which the United States ernor.
collection of revenues
of
valuation
all property
to
to amend Section 12 of Article X of the Constitution of the State of from motor vehicle licenses and other
was regularly and officially engaged
n
(J). The governor may. taxation In .this state may besubject
levied for 9posed
of the State Constitution so as to New Mexico entitled "County and Mu- revenues provided by law for the State
in any war, in the sum of two thous
m.l anv lima reuuiiimenu
me
the
io
construction and maintenance of read as follows:
leglula
nicipal Corporations" be and the same Road Fund, shall take effect without
and dollars. Provided, that in every luiu
State Highways, which said two
cupijiemeiiiury
ouageis and sup- the mills
"Sec. 12. No city, town or village is hereby amended so as to read as submitting
case wnere exemption is claimed on plementary
them to the electors of
bills bases (2)
appropriation
levy shall not be within the shall contract any debt except by an follows:
the state, and notwithstanding that
the ground of the claimant having r:.t,renn. nil nf
wi.i.-hQn h.
or County llmlltatlons heretofore
"Section 2. All county officers shall the total
which shall be irreparable
of the state may
indebtedness
served with the military or naval j to the same procedure as the original State
fixed The maximum rate of tax to be ordinance
unbe elected for a term of two years,
the Indebtedness therein providthereby temporarily exceed one per
budget and the general aDoroDriatlon levied for all general County school until
ed for shall have been fully paid or til otherwise provided by law and no centum of
the
assessed
valuation of
said, the burden of proving actual and bill.
uses
and
not
shall
purposes
exceed
and which shall specify County officer, except the County all property subject to taxation In the
"Sub-Sectio- n
bona fide ownership of such property,
(K). After final actlpn ten (10) mills on the dollar: Provided, discharged,
for the purpose to which the funds School Superintendent, after having state. Provided, that the total amount
upon which exemption is claimed, shall on the general appropriation bill,
or
an
that
However,
two
terms
additional
served
shall
consecutive
levy of to be raised shall be applied, and which
of such State
Bonds payable
be' upon the claimant."
on recommendation of the governor, not to exceed five (6) mills on the
dolshall provide for the levy of a tax not be eligible to hold any County office from proceeds Highway
of taxes levied on prospecial appropriation may be enacted lar may be made with the Joint, writ- exceeding
twelve mills on the dollars for two years thereafter."
one time
at
perty
any
outstanding
nut every sucn appropriation, shall be ten consent of the Board of County UDOn all taxable
property within such
shall not exceed two million dollars.
embodied in a separate bill, limited to Commissioners and the State Tax ComAgainst the Amendment
town or village, sufficient to pay
not
The
shal
enact
city,
legislature
any
some single work, subject or purpose mission.
The maxamum rate of tax
Against the Amendment
Interest on, and to extinguish the
law which will decrease' the amount
therein stated.
to be levied for City, Town, or Village the
within fifty years
such
debt
of
of,
the
annual
for
revenues
"Sub-Sectio- n
pricipal
pledged
In
the event of purposes or uses shall not exceed five The
(L).
of such tax shall be apthe payment of State Highway Deany Inconsistency between any of the (6) mills on the dollar. The maximum plied,proceeds
to the payment of such
or
which
bentures
only
will
of
divert
For the Amendment
any
of
this
and
section
provisions
any of amount of tax to be levied for health Interest and principal. No such debt
such revenues to any other purpose
the other provisions of the ConstituFor the Amendment
purposes shall not exceed one-ha- lf
be created unless the questions
so long as any of the said debentures
shall
(1-of
the
section
this
mill. The maximum rate of tax of Incurring the same, shall at a reguprovisions
tion,
shall
issued to anticipate
the collection
prevail. Hut nothing herein shall in to be levied by school districts for
lar election for councllmen, alderman
thereof remain unpaid.
any manner affect the provisions of lal district Dumoses.. shall not otiBpec or other officers of such city, town or
5
No.
Section 22 of Article IV of the Const!. five (5) mills on the dollar. "The forevillage, or at a special electionIn duly
HOITSE
PROJOINT RESOLUTION
tutlon, or be construed as preventing going limitations shall not apply to called
the
for that specific purpose,
For the Amendment
No. 11
POSING AN AMENDMENT TO AR- the governor from calling special
sesfor the Davment of the nuhlin same manner as for a regular eleo-tlolevies
TICLE XI OF THH CONSTITUTION sions of the
as provided by debt or Interest thereon; Provided,
submitted to a vote A JOINT RESOLUTION PROVIDING
been
have
OF THE STATE OF NKW MEXICO, neciiun o, oi legislature
Article iv, or tne consti- Further, that the limitations herein of such qualified electors thereof as
FOR AN AMENDMENT TO THE
ENTITLED "CORPORATIONS OTH- tution, or as preventing
the leglsa-tur- e, contained shall not
CONSTITUTION OF THE STATE OF
to tax levies have paid a property tax therein dur
ER THAN MUNICIPAL" BY ADDat such special sessions, from authorized by the apply
NEW
MEXICO BY ADDING THEREand
a
Fifth
i
the
year,
majority
Legislature
preceding
Against the Amendment
ING THERETO A NEW SECTION considering. any emergency appropriaand exempted from similar limitations ing
TO ANOTHER SECTION TO ARTIof those voting on the. question, deTO BE NUMBERED SECTION 19.
tion or appropriation
in existing laws.
NUM
THE
BE
CLE
TO
In
SAME
ballot
shall
a
IX,
box,
separate
posited
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Men's Hats, $3.50 to $7.00
Ladies Fibre Silk Hose, 75c pr.
Children's School Dresses, $1.25 and up
Out of town school children write for free ruler.

El asunto de la conferencia del
disarms parcial sigue acupando la
atenclon de la nacion al menos la
parte mas seria y reflexiva de ella.
Es demaslado temprano todavia para
pronosticar la sltuaclon exacta de las
constelaciones que brlllaran &n el
firmamento de tan importante conferencia. Los varios gobiernor
a reunlrse en Washington el
dia once de Niviembre estan medi-anla prensa, y los pronunclamien- tos de bus diplomaticos preparando
la opinion publica. Segun in for ma- don de la prensa el Japon esta pjn- iendos nerblica.
Segun inforinacion
de la prensa el Japon esta ponlen
dose nervioao, creendo, y no sin ra- lon, do hallarao solo en presoncia de
todos los poderes Occidentales con
una politica que sabe de antemano
a
contraria al modo de ver de
o
esta
El
Japon
y America.
los eventos en el oriente, y
de esta manera tratara de poner a
los Estados Unidos y a Europa
de un hecho complido.
Inglat
erra por otra parte no parece tener
otr apolitlca bien determlnada tocan-t- e
al oriente. SI no estamos equlvo- cados Lloyd George a bus satelites
se presentaran a la conferencia con
varias soluciones y ge aprovecharan
de las oportunidades
que les ofre- naciones
ceran las otras
para la me- Jor ventaja del Imperlo Britanico.
Por lo que concierne a Francia el
mas
nroblema ofreca dificultades
sutiles. Francia tiene ahora el ejer
oltn mas e ran (In del mundo, y aun- que erallze que este Bera su rulna
no demovilizara sus soldados hasta
en- que tenga garaivtias Buficientes
Brland sin
contra de Ajemania.
duda. nlnguna hechara el lnflujo de
la republica Francesa en el balance
de la nacion que ofrecera estas garLa cuestion de
an Has a Francia.
saber si Francia hallara en Washing
ton tal nacion es miiy problematica.
Cua! sera la poslclon de Estados
Creemos que la administra
clon actual actuo con toda sinceridad
en convidar esta conferencia del
disarme parcial. La admlnlstracion
tendra trazada ya bu politica en esta
materia, pero slendo America el lu
gar de la conierencia biiwuuouu
muy bien, y su corcumspeccion y su
stlencio. Tenemos fe en los hom
bres escogtdos para representar los
rla los Estados UnidOS
InrnresnH
Hnehes. Root. Lodge y Andrew
Woods son hombres de ltodo capaces,
de una terea tan grande como dilicada.
te

Baratillos
Sombreros de hombre de $3.50 a $7.00
iMedias de seda para mujer, 75c el par
v

Tunicos de ninas de escuela de $1.25 areba

WE

SOMETHING NEW

Baldwin Brothers
Incorporated

If you are ailing
You want Pure Drugs

UNIVERSAL C&&

Ford Prices
Droiu!

Eur-op-

Ninos de afuera de la plaza escriban por rulas libres.

ALWAYS

NEW MEXICO

precl-pltand-

These Prices
F. O. B.
Detroit.

Touring, Standard

$415.00

and Demountable Rims
Touring,
Runabout, Standard
Runabout, SellhStarter and Demountable Rims
and Demountable Rims
Sedan,
Self-Start-

Self-Start-

er

er

and Demountable Rims

Coupe,

Self-Start-

Trucfc.,

Pneumatic Equipment

er

510.00
370.00
465.00
760.00
690.00
495.00

-

Ocean to Ocean Garage Co.

Unl-dos-

And

that is what you will always find at this Drug

Our drugs are pure, fresh, and everything
you need is carried in stock.
Store.

We also have

full line of patent medicines,, Toilet

a

Articles, Stationery, and everything usually found

o

:

in an up to date Pharmacy.

NOTICE' OF SALE

GAUNT'S PHARMACY, RESERVE

Whereas, on the 10th day of Jim,
in the District Court of the Sixth Ju
dicial District or me oiio
' County of
Mexico, within and for the
Socorro, and numbered 8131 on the
Liiy
docket thereof, wherein Silver
"
Savings Bank, aH.corporation,
Shelton and Minnie
tiff and Claude
are defendants,
B. Shelton
.
. Judgment
.
was renuereuj m ivu. "lr i ti oflfd nlaln
tiff and against the said defendants
for the sum of $3,767.40, together with
of eight per cent
interest at the rate
nic.A , a aiima nf SalD.- 74 attorney's fees and costs 21.60; and
.J .c".
Whereas in ana djt io
ment and decree It is adjudged that
the plaintiff In said cause has a first
lien by virtue of a certain mortgage
in said Judgment and decree described
upon the hereinafter described lands
and premises to secure the said
amounts so adjudged to be due as
afore said; and
Whereas, in and by the said Judgment and decree It was adjudged that
defendants pay unto plaintiff the said
amounts so as aforesaid adjudged to
be due plaintiff on or before the loth
of September A. D. 1921, and that
day case
of defendants failure so to
in
do the land and premises hereinafter
described, or so much thereof as may
be necessary, be sold to satisfy the
said Indebtedness; and
Whereas, the said defendants, or
either of them have not paid to plaintiff any of the said sums or any part
thereof; and
Whereas, the undersigned was by
said Judgment and decree appointed
the commissioner of said court to make
lands
sale of the hereinafter described satisand premises for the purpose of
said Judgment
fying the
Now, in pursuance of the power and
the
authority given and granted by
said Judgment and decree the under-as
signed, Harry Booth, Commissionerthat
aforesaid does hereby give notice
on Saturday the 17th day of September
A. D. 1921, at the hour of two o'clock
In the afternoon of said day at the
front door of the post office In Glen- "
WUUU,, laU (III VUUJILJ, i.onr luuivn-u- ,
will offer for sale and Bell at public
bidder
to
and
best
auction
the highest
for cash In hand those certain lots
or parcels of land, situate, lying and
being In the County of Socorro, State
of New Mexico known and described
as follows,
The Southwest quarter of Section
two (2), Township twelve (12) South,
Range twenty West, New Mexico Principal Meridian; together with all improvements and farming Implements
thereon; or bo much thereof as may
be necessary to satisfy the said Indebtedness due from defendants to
plaintiff which will be at that date the
sum of $3,767.40 principal and Interest
m --

Vt

A. KIEHNE, President.

ABB ALEXANDER,

Vi;e-Pre-

J. R. GAUNT, Cashier

RESERVE STATE BANK

Capital and Surplus

$35,000.00

Respectfully solicits the business of residents of the new county.
Every courtesy and accommodation extended our customers consistent with safe, conservative banking methods.

lf
of said
fall t opay me your
expenditure your interest In said
Notice is here given to Louis Gra- claim will become the property of
mas and any person or persons cjaim the undersigned according to the
from him to any portion of Statutes in such case made and prothe Grand Central Mining Claim sit- vided:
Geo. A. Durborow,
uated in the Cooney Mining District,
Mogollon, N. M.
Catron County, New Mexico, that the
sum
Publication
First
the
10, 1921.
full
Sept.
undersigned exepended
of $100.00 on said claim in NovemTHE RESERVE
ber 1920, In performing the annual
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
assessment work for 1920 and duly
A. Klehne, Pres.
recorded a Proof of Labor thereof.
W. J. Jones,
If, within 90 days from date of the
'
C. W. Harper, Secy.
first publication of this notice you

LEGAL NOTICE

ing-titl-

one-ha-

Incorporated

Magdalena, New Mexico

It is

that the people

self-evide- nt

of Catron county, the new subdivision of the state of New
Mexico, will

want to know what

is going on in the new county.
This paper will publish all official
news in English and Spanish,
besides all local news of interest
both the county and State. We
want every one interested in the
new county to
.

Subscribe Now
I

H. BOOTH,
Commissioner.

FRENCH

Undertaking Parlors
EMBALMING

C. C. KILLINGER

Funeral Plreotor
Teephone

120

Manager
Magdalena N, V

Z3

r,

FOR THE

Reserve Advocate
EE

t:

attorney's fees, the sum of $81.19 In-to
terest from the date of said decree
the date of said sale, the sum of $76.00
Commissioner's fee allowed by the
Court, and the sum of $21.50 costs,
being an aggregate of $4,321.83, together with accruing costs
Dated at Mogollon, New Mexico, this
22nd day of July, A. D. 1921.

(

1

With your help we can make
the paper what it should be and
give you a paper you will enjoy
We want a solicitor who will
canvass the entire county and
it will prove profitable to any
one who takes up the offer and
devotes any time to the work
You do not want to miss an
issue af the paper. Address all
communications to the

ADVOCATE, Reserve, New Mexico
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THE RESERVE
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ADVOCATE, RESERVE,

FOREIGN

NEW MEXICO

ASPIRIN

LEAGUE ENVOYS

Why That Bad Back!

Josef Miinn, first tenor of the Ber-lloptra, collapsed mill died ou the
Is backache keeping you miserable?
stage In lierlln while Hinging In
Are you all played out, without
Name "Bayer" on Genuine
"Alda."
IN
He lintl been engaged to sing
From All Over
strength or vigor for your work! Then
find what is causing the trouble and
In the Metropolitan Opera house
in
correct it. Likely, it's your kidneyal
New York the coming season.
You have probably been working too
Two soldiers were killed and more
hard and neglecting rest and exercise.
CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OF
SWEDISH ENVOYS ACCUSE SEC
Your kidneys have slowed un and poi
than twenty wounded when 2,500 Hun
have accumulated. That, then, ia
WIRES ROUND ABOUT
sons
OF
RETARIAT
PARTIALITY
AND
garian regulars and volunteers (lushed
the cause of the backache, headaches,
THE WORLD.
with Austrian gendarmerie on the
EXTRAVAGANCE.
dizziness and bladder irregularities. Use
Doan'i Kidney Pflls. Doan't have
frontier, said a
(Western Newspaper fntim Newl Serelee. )
Vienna dispatch to the Morgenposf.
helped thousands and should help you
The recent drive of the Albuquerque
A$k your neighbor!
DURING THE PAST WEEK Mustaplia Keinal Pasha, Turkish Na - dumber of Commerce netted the or LEAGUE
A Colorado Case
IS WASTEFUL
tionalist lender, Is fighting stubborn- ganization thirty new members.
Ev- T. N. Wood, gardenly against the Greek urmy in his last ery old member is said to have signed
416
W. Douglass
er,
"
Ave., B. Canon City,
attempt to save Angora. His army Is up for another year.
Colo., saya: "Kidney
RECORD OF IMPORTANT
EVENTS conrinuaiiy nemg
..,.,., ,..,,,,.. ... UNITED
Wm.k
pressed ny me
trouble came on when
STATES BLAMED FOR
Warning I Unless you see the name
v M lm l.wit u.uiu,i
CONDENSED
I waa working in a
FOR BUSY
lurchM, wiw nrv uiii.v lony nines mini i ,ltl (Yiu-nor
on
tablets
on
you
"Bayer"
package
DELAY IN ADOPTION OF A"
field and I couldn't go
the city. The Turkish losses have been and when
are not getting genuine Aspirin prePEOPLE.
completed will cost nearly
because of the weakAND
"B"
MANDATES.
exceedingly heavy.
e
In my back.
$40,000.
all
ness
the
twenty-onscribed
for
Practically
by physicians
principal
When I worked In the,
Government officials would be au sheets of the city will he puved
millions.
safe
and
years
by
proved
aun
I
became weak
IWtr Nwipipr t'cloa Ntwi Servie.)
thorized to send 10.000.000 pesos worth
Take Aspirin only as told In the Bayer and nervous. Sharp
The new highway between t'lovls
Western Newspiper L'nioD .News Serf Ice. )
of food to relieve famine sufferers of and
darted across,
catches
package for Colds, Headache,. NeuralWESTERN
Pontiles, N. M.i has been con
the small of my shout-Russia tinder provisions of a hill In nected
!eneva. The League of Nations gia, Rheumatism,, Earache,. Toothache,
ders. Doan'a Kidney
up. The road is open to travel
Mrs. Anna Margllette, 80, killed hertroduced In the Chamber of Deputies and when all
mis gave me quick
completed will be one Council, the. United States, manda- Lumbago and for Pain. Handy tin
self at North Platte, Neb., by bunging by Senor Muzlo at Buenos Aires.
relief."
Soherself at the foot of her bed In her cialist members of the chamber have of the finest stretches of highway in tory powers nod countries that are boxes of twelve Bayer Tablets of AsCat Doaa's at Any Stare, 60c a Baa
cost
cents.
In
also
few
to
came
trenchfor
arm,
that
pirin
Druggists
of
the
state
continuing
part
daughter's home, where she resided.
indorsed the measure.
Is
sell
the
usme
chiicimm ueimie in
larger packages. Aspirin
The American National Bank of
league
A man believed to be H. L. Williams
Informal discussions are taking
v ""
trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of FOSTER. MiLBURN CO., BUFFALO, N. Y.
"H' by 'he coun- - Monoaoetlcaeidester
Tucumcarl, N. M wlll soon celebrate; M'"
of Salt Lake City, a tourist, was killed
of Sallcycacld.
place at Paris between American ft Its seventh
cil.
and fifteen other persons were seri- nanclers with the
anniversary. The business
Advertisement.
purpose of estnb- of tlie Institution
Sweden ac
of
Hjaliiiur
Hruntlng
In
litis
been
greatly
ously Injured, several possibly fatally, lishlng closer
between
cused Ihe council and the secretariat
when a sightseeing automobile was de- American
Not So Alluring.
Interests in France creased during the past year and the ill' partiality and extravagance, Lord
banking
bank
now
is
lie soundest in the
one
of
molished by an electric truln at SawCritic Brunder Mathews said at a
end evolving practical
methods for
Hubert
South
Cecil,
representing
telle, near Ios Angeles.
French
Industries through state.
helping
defended both the council and Columbia tea:
Livestock men in the vicinity of Africa,
Twelve men sentenced to jail on these Institutions. Five of the largest
rather than detail,
'Suggestion,
the secietiiiiiit. He was severe, howN. M., report that the
makes the most vivid picture. Detail,
charges of gambling at Ottawa, Kan., American hanks and trust companies Mngdalenu
about
he
the countries, which,
ever,
Indeed, may spoil a picture completely.
ranges are the best for many years
(praised "lady luck" when Sheriff Alhave offices there.
Sua 25c, ObtBHat 25 aaa 50e, Takia ZSe.
said, according to statistics are spend'A preacher was describing heaven
lison Informed the court his jail was
The discovery of a generally tin, and will curry double the stock that ing 20 per cent of their energies on
there is now grazing on lliein. Crass armaments
lo a widow whose husband had just
"Jam full." The court changed the known Rembrandt "Hlrth of
Christ,''
and couiplaiiilng of eco
died. He said that the separation of
sentences to fines while the sheriff estimated to be worth more than $50,- Is found everywhere and if there is a nomic
and a hud trade sitinstability
will be plenty of feed
deur ones was not for long, and then
prepared to take a vacation.
000, Is reported from Nottingham. The fair winter there
uation. He blamed the United States
with elaborate detail lie pointed the
Two men were electrocuted In a re- painting, which Is signed by the great for all the. slock that can he placed on for the
in
the
the
of
adoption
delay
of those whom death' refrigerating room at Woodriver, 111., Dutch muster, Is 74 Inches by 48 Indies the ranges.
"A" and "H" inn mi dates, and Intro happiness
while working with an extension light In size. For the. last 4.V) years it has
Belief in the possibility that llu duced a resolution Hint these terms he united In Paradise.
"When tlie preacher slopped for
cord. It is believed that the wire
of Arizona and New Mexico defined.
been In the possession of the family mines
Life is a burden when the body
breath the widow observed thoughtovercharged by a stroke of ligh- of its present owner, Mrs. Catherine would open about the first of the year
on amendments
The commission
is racked with pain. Everything
fully:
tning during a severe electric storm. Guild, widow of a prominent lace was expressed recently by Dr. 1.. ).
" 'Well, I suppose his first wife has worries and the victim becomes
The men are (ieorge Downey and Gi- manufacturer.
itlcketts of Warren, Ariz., consulting finished its labors by deciding not to
recommend
of tin amend got him
adoption
lbert McMonigle.
again, then.' "
Consoli
for
the
Inspiration
despondent and dov. 'lcarted. To
The world's poultry congress was engineer
ment by C. J. Doherty, delegate from
dated
the
Cauanea
Copper Company,
Itansome J. Thompson
was sen- opened in Holland by Queen Wilhel- bring back the sunshine take
It
Ciiiisolhhucil Copper Company and the Canada, eliminating article X.
tenced to a term not to exceed fif- niina and Prince
DEAFNESS
CATARRHAL
Henry. Fifteen coun International Smelting and Itefinlng passed an Interpretative resolution in- Is
teen years in the state penitentiary tries sent exhibits. The United
greatly relieved bv constitutional treatStutes
tended to meet American objections to ment
HALL'S CATARRH MKDICINB
Company.
after he had pleaded guilty to two Is
Ih a constitutional
Catarrhal
lie clause.
remedy.
represented by educational displays,
on
the
Deafness
is caused by an inflamed concounts charging grand larceny In the among tliem a model
construc
work
Preliminary
poultry farm, tion
That a President of the United dition of the mucous lining of the Eustaa
over
dam
the
of
Pecos
$,'190,$8,r,(KK
of
and
power
misappropriation
which greatly Interested
chian Tube. When this tube ia Inflamed
the queen,
OOO
from George A. Horiiiel & Co., Demonstrations of the methods em- river near Dexter, X. M., has been States cannot alone bind his govern you have a rumbling sound or Imperfect
on a question
Is hearing, and when It ia entirely closed.
of
mefit
mandates,
packers, at Austin, Texas.
The National Remedy of Holland for over
Deafness la the result. Unless the Inployed on such farms were given by started and the soundings of the brought out in u
paragraph of the last flammation
can be reduced, your hearing 200 years; it ia an enemy of all pains reMasked men numbering more than Professor Itlce of Cornell and Profes stream lias been taken. A concrete American note on
of
be
forever.
inundates,
copies
HAM
destroyed
may
tin in 000 feel In length, 'JO feet In
from kidney, liver and uric add
one hundred overpowered
MKDTCINE acta through the sulting
the night sor Beach of the University of Call
which are circulating among the dele CATARRH
troubles. All druggists, three sixes.
blood on the mucous surfaces of the sysheight, is proposed, and it Is estl
Jailer at Colllnsvllle, Okla., and after fornla.
of
as
of
Nations
the
League
Inflammation
and Leek far Ike bum Cold M4J m very has
tem, thus reducing the
mated Hint with the normal flow of gates
taking from Jail K. Scott, charged GENERAL
Nature In restoring normal con
aaa accept no lmitatia
water at this point several thoiisiind sembly. The note is dated August 8, assisting
anions.
with automobile theft, and Hoy
Is
to
note
France. Tlie
and
addressed
IS years old, com- horsepower can be developed.
Circulars free. All Druggists.
Meadows,
Harry
who attempted to secure
The Difference.
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Uhlo. AO
treats of "A" and "B" mandates. It vertlsement
niltted
suicide at Springfield, Mo
,loe Wiggins, former convict, who
Scott's release, conveyed the pair by Hither
Miss Lena Ashwell's part In "Mrs.
he killed two men and wounded two oth stutes that Yap belongs In another
than
go to school, where
automobile to a lonely spot eight miles
Dane's Defense". wag one night taken
feared
other boys would "pick on era at a dunce at Allison, X. M., vowed category.
Better Retire.
east of Tulsa and lashed tliem with him." the
an understudy. In the audience
by
Ainer
note
restates
"I'm
Tlie
of
(lie
life."
general
discouraged and tired
to Ids friends as he left Gallup curlier
a warm admirer of Miss Ashwell,
was
whips.
on
inundates. Mandates declared the head of the family.
Eugene M. Stafford of Boston, a lint evening that lie would kill five lean position
who wept bitterly as the piece
In
Alastides
of
the
Gulf
Receding
"Why so despondent?" asked bis
balloonist, fell BOO feel to his death men before morning, according to respecting the former German col
"It Is lucky for you Miss Ashv
ka on Turnagaln Arm, have revealed at a
fair at North Adams, Mass. His their st at emeu is. They thought him onies, it says, wore only made possi friend.
well
isn't
playing," suld her friend.
a
t
vein of gold quartz assay- web belt broke as he
ble by Ihe victory of the allied and
"Statistics."
a cor
changed para Joking. He picked live men
"If this moves you so much, you
do
ing about $1(10 to the ton, according chutes in an
to
which
What's
tbnt
of
the
Unit
"Statistics?
associated
got
powers,
attempted double para tier and fired five limes with Ills re
wouldn't be abler to stand that." "Mlsg
to reports received. Hocks projecting chute
with It?"
volver. Hanum Garcia and J. F. Alra ed Stutes was one.
drop.
Ashwell not playlbg?" said the adover the sea were said to have disof
hour?
fh
that
"Yes;
say
(bey
The American government
affirms
One (lend, two dying and ten others mo were so badly Injured that they
mirer, and at once began to dry her
closed several other rich veins. These
for whom physicians hold out little (lied, and Hen Ortiz and Dave Grinen the right to have a voice equal to work a day is enough to supply each .ears with a resentful expression.
livdiscoveries supplement recent strikes
a
with
the
member
of
community
that of any other power in deciding
two more with only a des- - were seriously wounded.
of highly valuable quail, near An- hope, and
over former Turkish ing, provided tlie work be equally
chnnce for recovery, are vic
Two important
of Ihe mandates:
penile
Perfectly Healthy,
appointments
all.
shared
chorage.
by
tims of toadstools en en by mistake Arizona men have Jusl been made at possessions.
"Is this sou you speak of adotlie only one In five in
I'm
"Well,
for mushrooms at La Poiie. Ind.
WASHINGTON
The note makes
suggestions of my family that labors. So, If statis- lescent?"
Washington. The first wns Hint of
A call lo the executive committee
"No; he's as healthy as any boy you
the wheat land plowing match, a Frank L. Thomas, who successfully changes in Ihe terms of the Turkish tics tire true, to
support, the crowd I've ever saw."
and council of the National Woman's contest open to plowmen of the world, passed Hie examination given by tlie mandaies, some being that 'consular
got to work 20 hours a day."
party to meet In Washington, on the was held on the John Wolf farm near comptroller of the currency for Na tribunals, under ciipltulnlinns from Hie
Life never rises any higher than the
same day that Congress reconvenes, Plalnfleld, III. Over 10.000 persons tional Bank Kxitiniiier and bus been powers, shall remain in force until the
Evolution of a Name.
belief. The man who bellevtes wrong
was sent out by Miss Elsie Hill, chair- witnessed the final furrows turned cumiiilssioiieil at a salary of $.",000 a governments;
are organized under
'I thought your wile's name was will behave wrong.
The great preponderance of entries year and expenses unil assigned to mandates, and that if the mandates
man of the party.
Elizabeth?"
Los Angeles district. The second is K. are surrendered Ihe consular tribunals
Detection of three additional cou- was In the tractor contests.
'So It is."
who
Q.
received
has
the ap shall be restored
Norman,
nterfeit federal reserve notes, a $."i0
Joseph Cain, sheriff of Boone coun
'Then why do yon call her I'eggy?"
Hie
Farm
note of the Federal Iteserve Hank of ty, Ind., wits shot to death in a bat pointment as Register of
'Short for I'egasa."
tle with whisky bandits. One bandit Lund Bank tit Berkeley, Calif.
Kansas City, a $1!0 note on the
'What has that got to do with it?"
To Open Shantung Question.
Manuel Garcia and Jose Perez were
Va., Federal Iteserve Hank and was wounded. His three companions,
'Why, I'egnsa is feminine for Pega
Wnshinglon. Cablegrams received
a $10 note on the Federal Hank of driving a truckload of whisky,
es found guilty of first degree murder
front Tokio disclose that .lupuu litis sus."
"Well?"
liosion, has been announced by the caped. The wounded inn n said they at Tombstone for slaying Jess Klsher,
another effort to open negotia
made
foreman
of
the John Slaughter ranch
had come from Chicago.
Treasury Department.
"Well,
Pegasus Is an immortal
to
with
'liiiiu
the
relin
tions
on the Arizoiia-Sonorlooking
border, eighteen
steed."
Permanent agencies should be estabDaniel Tohln, president of the In
und
Tnu
of
Tslng
'Whul of that?"
lished to provide credit, running from ternatlonnl Brotherhood of Teamsters, miles east of Douglas, Ariz., on May quishment by Japan
4 last. The Jury deliberated two hours
other parts of the Shantung peninsula.
Sh!
Not so loud. She's In the
six months to three years, for fanners' Chauffeurs, Stablemen and Helpers
Mr.
taken
was
by
Obala, Jap next room.
and thirty minutes before reporting its The step
You see, an Immortal
production and marketing purposes to and member of the executive council
anese minister al Peking, who, by di steed Is an
fill the gap between short and long of the American Federation of Labor, verdict, which carried a recommenda
nag, and there
everlasting
of his government, notified tlie
are!"
time credit furnished by existing hank- refused to affirm or deny reports that tion that the court sentence Perez rection
minister that lie wag you
Chinese
to
and
Mr
life
Garcia
foreign
Imprisonment.
ing systems. Chairman Anderson, of lie had resigned from the executive
to comply with the Chinese
Correct English.
the congressional commission Invest- council. He also refused to say whe- Fisher was hut mill killed while re- - prepared
mi iillenipt In hint Ihe stores desire to slate the scope of the nego
A Franklin mother had been teach
igating agricultural conditions, declared ther lie had resigned us treasurer of sisting
In
such
on
tiations
relinquishment
having
thet laughter much
son correct Engin n statement.
the American Federation of Labor.
ing her
view.
I
lish and told him he must never say
luring a heavy electrical storm,
Word
Henry Ford lias been invited to
Wntcrtown, N. Y., of
"ain't."
struck Ihe Hue of Ihe Moun
by Secretary Weeks to come lo Wash- the sinking of Hie schooner Oliver lightning
Many Slain in Chinese War,
One day, while eating his dinner, he
tain Stales telephone Coinpnnv be
ington at bis convenience to discuss Mown It, coal laden, afler a collision
Peking. A dispatch from lchting, stopped abruptly and said :
with government officials ills pro- in Luke Ontario off the main Duck tween W'inslow mid Klagslaff. Ariz
Mother,
about twenty pules unil Hupeh province, reports heavy fight
yon niustii t ever say
posal to purchase and lease the Islands with the freighter Key West. splintering
It ing between tlie northern und South- 'ain't,' foi it's a naughty word."
Muscle Shoals Alalmnla nitrate plant The schooner was cut In two and the pulling tlie line mil of commission.
took the repair gangs nearly two ilnvs era forces, with the Szechiiun left wing
"Yes," suld mother, "you are right,
and water power project.
captain, Thomas L. Van Duesen,
he Robert, but what shall I say?"
to get the line working properly ngnin
attacking the defenses of Ichiuig.
The estate of Kugene Field, poet of of Plclon, Out., his mate and a womfor
Tie looked puzzled and then his face
dispatch adds that reinforcements
I!. Martin, confessed rubber of t lie
childhood, litis been closed In Prolitite an cook went down with the ship.
bunk at Curlew, Iowa, learned that ills tlie northern army are arriving. Two lighted up and he replied:
Court In Chicago by (lie widow, Mrs.
David Uehnke of the Checkerboard
hundred members of the port hern
"Whv, mother, you must say souse
Ihe
iinipiiiiiou in
robbery "double- .1 ill In
Field, after pending for nearly field, carrying a woman
passenger, crossed" him out of $:i.ii."i1 of Ihe rob forces have been driven Into the Yang- - me,'" meaning "excuse me." Indian
twenty-siThe final report won the Labor Day airplane derby at
years.
Tse river ami drowned. It Is estimated apolls News.
hery pi eeils. Sheriff ,1. X. Jackson
shows the estate, totaling $10,:ill.74, Chicago,
tlie
flying
of Kiiiinetsliiirg, Iowa, told Martin this there have been 10,000 casualties on
was divided between the widow, three course In 4!) minutes. He was closely
Steamers leaving Iclning
both sides.
Personal. Exemption.
sons and two daughters of the poet. followed by Price Holllngsworth, John when lie came to (ilobe, Ariz., to lake are under fire, alllioiigb crowded with
Mrs. Henpeck
Hereafter, bring
to
buck
Martin
Iowa.
Martin
got only
Only one hill was allowed, $.".."0 fur a Kiser and James Ciirran. The other
me your pay envelope as it is handed
refugees.
.'() of the mini of .fNIM! cusl
a shortage
pair of trousers, purchased by Field five starters, including Charles Dick- OHO bonds taken in the
unbrokfn.
There's
you.
Once you've
Aug. 11)
Corn Crop Makes Improvement.
in ison.
here. Kxplain.
inson, the oldest pilot In the Chicago
the
corn
of
the
enjoyed
GO
Washington.
ltecnvery
Is
Mr. Henpeck (brmrly) I took out
Prohibition officials will make no district, who
years old, finished
Tlie program committee of Ihe Tri- crop during August from tlie serious
toasted flavor
my cur fare and lunch money, which
attempt to keep the forthcoming dis- within a few minutes more.
Stale Hereford lireedeis' Association damage susluined from July weather under tlie Income tax law I
armament conference "dry," It was
Interpret
Tlie death of Miss Mary Louise has
you will althe September as my
completed the list for the first conditions featured
announced officially at the treasury Gi'uffam, n missionary of the Ameripersonal exemption. New York
show which will be held in Tort Sum grain report of the Department of Ag
ways want it
Sun.
department. Prohibition officials linlil can Board of Commissioners for For- tier, . M., the middle of October. In riculture. Favored with good
growing
for
Hie
to
that liquors
delegates
eign Missions, at Slvns, Asia Minor, dications lire that this
be one of temperatures: mid plenty of rain In
Why would the average man rather
conference must be permit- wns announced In a cable message. the most
shows of its kind practically
successful
the entire corn belt, the be charged with malice than with mak- ted because of diplomatic immunity, Miss Grnffam, the only American at ever held In
this purl of tlie state and production forecast made a jump of jng a blunder?
and nil recommendations of the state Slvns much of the time dining the
many or ine nreeuers are now making 1JV,U(IU,oiiu nusneis, nringing me men- department for permission for liquor World war, Incurred the displeasure preparations to enter the exhibit.
bush- Lib- - rated product inn to 3.18(1.000,000
National progress is the sum of Into enter the United States will have of Turkish officials at times and an orW. N. U., DENVER, NO.
ernl prizes will lie awarded to tlie win- - els, or only 4JS.ooo.000 bushels less than dividual industry and energy.
the approval of the treasury depart- der for her execution wns signed in
last years corn crop, the largest
one Instance.
ment.
A Jack rabbit drive will soon
be grown.
Edward Barnes, 47, merchant, was stnrted
Preparations for advancing upwards
In the eastern part of
New
of $1,000,o.iiii0 in agricultural ami found shot and killed In a wnrd at tlie .Mexico under the direction of
Cowboy Shot in Hotel.
County
reiir of his home at Cape Girardeau,
live stock credits under recent legislaN. M. Phiid Cobb, cow- Will of Uoosevell county.
"My fair face was my fortune once
Agent
is
It
Tuciiincari,
Mo. His wife said $3,000 lie had was
that hundreds of fanners hoy coiileslnnt in a roundup being held
tion Iiuve virtually been completed by
But ev'rybody knows
expected
Mrs. Barnes is held by police from
both Curry and Hoosevelt coun
the War Finance Corporation. The missing. an
here, died from a bullet wound. Bill
since that box of 'Faultleaa came,
That
Fred
pending
Foeste,
Investigation.
ties will take part In the big drive to Vaugbt, another cowboy, was arrested.
corporation probably will be ready '2'J, a
Is sought by tlie pofortune' in my clothes."
My
In
rid
a
tlie
room
of
these
occurred
hotel
The
country
shooting
pests.
within a week to function. To expe- lice.
Juan
Kred
In
Simmons.
Mrs.
HanVega,
occupied by
boy of
dite the advances, executive commiTwo
through Florida passenger over, was drowned while swimming In sn
stutement Cobb said
ttees are being formed hi agricultural trains, the Dixie
Flyer and Seminole a water hole at Cold Culcli, N. M., he had gone to Mrs. Simmons room In
and stock raising sections and will at- Limited, running between Jackson- The
boy was alone at the time, hut an effort to effect a reconciliation be
ville niiii Chicago, met In a rear-entend to preliminary details of applicalt is supposed that he was seized with tween her and her husband, who was
the
collision
on
Atlanthe
at
Sumner,
Ga.,
tions, making
necessary Investigaformer partner of Cobb. Answering
cramps and was unable to get to the
tions and determining the adequacy of tic Coast Line railroad. Several
he wus shot
shore.
a knock on the door,
offered.
were
securities
injured.
down.
u
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THE RESERVE

Makes Hose Wear
Proper Care, Expert Says,
Save Much Expense.
One-Hal-

f

Size

I

Six
Larger Than Regular
Advised; Wear Only Once
Before Washing.

size largf
If hosiery Is bought
er than one wears In cotton or lisle,
the wearing quality Is greatly Increased.
A little sewing Is the next precaution to take. Each individual wears
out his stockings In a particular fllace.
Some Invaribly get a hole In the
right large toe, .while others suffer
or on Uhe botwith holes in the
tom of the sock first.. 'Because of a'lit-tlhole or "run," $.rt worth of
silk stocking is laid aside. The Idea Is,
then, to remedy, or prevent, this
With
hole before It appears.
ordinary sewing silk weave or darn
around and over the area where the
This will
hole usually appears.
the silk In this place so that
the hole cannot get a start.
"Runs," or "Jacob's ladders." can
also be prevented In the stocking so
that one gets his money's worth out
"THREE-DECKED-

"

e

CAPE

Interior

Decorator

Women Will Soon Resemble

The big hat with stiff brims are
rather awkward in a crowd, so the
its
flapping brim has coma to tak
This hat is of black velvet
place.
trimmed with two calla lilies. The
checkered blouse goes very well with
tht hat.
of the pair. At the top of the
ing, below the hem, run a sewing machine stitch completely around, and
fasten the garters aboe tais stitch.
Another precaution against the dreaded run Is unusual care In putting on
the stocking. It should be rolled
down to and Including the heel. The
toe of the stocking then should be
put over the foot, and the rest then
This
worked easily over the heel.
method of putting on the stocking prevents the nail of the toe from accistock-

mated Parlor Chairs.

dentally catching a thread.
The expert further contends that the
"Ilk stockings should be worn only
ice before being washed.
The drying of silk stockings Is one
of the most Important steps affecting
their longevity. If the stockings are
colored they should be placed between
two bath towels and allowed to dry
,
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The Coming Contest.
"I see. your town Is going to vote
on the question, of issuing bonds fur
a water works system," said a guest.
"What do you anticipate wili he the
outcome?"
"Hard to tell," replied the landlord
of the tavern at Tumlinville, Ark.
"The young people are mostly for it,
and the folks that have traveled and
like to show off, and the newcomers
from the North, and so on. But the
are unanimously ng'in it.
They say they've never gone swliumln'
in a house yet and it's too late now
to learn old dogs new tricks, and, anyhow,

Children Cry For

Says
Ani-

business," said an Interior decorator,
"but women seem to be buying more
large figured
drapery fabrics for
clothes than for houses this season.
There are some designs I will not let
them have, though, for such purposes."
He showed a chintz enormously patterned with red and yellow (arm
scenes.
"That, for instance," be added, "one of them was determined to
dress herself In, but I said positively
that she couldn't." Pittsburgh Leader.

one-hal-

NEW MEXICO

"LOUD" PATTERNS

Have you seen what appears to be
a corner of a boudoir walking down
the street? Well, you soon willv They
are already appearing in tennis courts
hereabouts. Girls in chintzes and cretonnes, with large splashy patterns all
over them, exactly like the velour parlor chairs In their summer wrappings,
they are. Bright carmine drapery linens with bine stripes and yellow
dots, scenic chintzes of huge patterns
and vivid hues In futuristic designs
showing languorous figures in eccentric poses nre among the favorites not
only for sport skirts, but for entire
costumes, hats and "ags. "I never
thought of going into the dressmaking

How two pairs of silk how may be
be made to last an Incredibly long time
If the wearer will take the cure of
then? that the average motorist gives
his automobile tires, is explained as
follows by the silk stocking expert:
When the motorist buys a tire he
must necessarily pick out the right
size, or It would not fit his rim. He
knows, too, that If he gets a size slightly larger, called an "oversize tire," his
car will not only ride easier, but the
tire will last, longer.
The same rule Is the first one to
follow when silk hose are purchased.

LIKE

Pittsburgh

BLACK VELVET FALL BONNET

Will

hi

TAKING TOO

ADVOCATE. RESERVE,

Special Care of Baby.
That Baby should have a bed of its own all are agreed. Tet it
than to use
is more reasonable for an infant to sleep with grown-up- s
a man's medicine in an attempt to regulate the delicate organism of
that same infant. Either practice is to be shunned, neither would
be tolerated by specialists m children's diseases.
Your Physician will tell you that Baby's medicine must be
prepared with even greater care than Baby's food.
A Baby's stomach when in good health is too often disarranged
by improper food. Could you for a moment, then, think of giving
to your ailing child anything but a medicine especially prepared
for Infants and Children ? Don't be deceived.
Make a mental note of this: It is important, Mothers, that
you should remember that to function well, the digestive organs of
your Baby must receive special care. No Baby is so abnormal that
the desired results may be had from the use of medicines primarily
prepared for grown-up- s.
MOTHERS

SHOULD

READ THE

GENUINE
JfSWAOTCoOTfi

tapper.

Interrupted Profit.

they're opposed to paying fur the

"I understand there Is oil In the
privilege of going Into Godalmighty's
neighborhood of Crimson Gulch."
free water. So it looks like a
"There is," replied Cactus Joe. "But
City Star.
It was mismanaged. They insisted on
tryln' to get it our In paying quantiVanity of the Sex.
sellln'
Hubby We've certainly got a house-u- l ties Instead of goin' on forever
stock."
of files.
Wlfey Yes, and I think they're all
Drill.
Setting-Ufemales, too.
He "Oon't you think I ought to
What . makes you think
Hubby
my mind more?'' She "Yes!
hat?
Wlfey Why, they all settle on the Why not take It outside?" Cartoons
Magazine.
mirrors.

THAT

AROUND

EVERY

OF FLETCHER'S

BOTTLE

CASTORIA

ALWAYS

llisssss

THI CINTAUIt

COMPANY. NCW YORK

Knew What He Wa Doing.
Photoplay Writer "But look here!
This character is supposed to he a
very homely num. and you have cast
for that part the handsomest man in
your company." Director "Oil. he'll
he homely enough when the camera
man and the developer get through
with him. You see, he's ongnged to
the star, and both of those hoys are In
love Willi her." Film Fun.

issssssssTl

CIYY.

So Considerate.
Two golfers sliced their drives Into
the rough anil went In search of the
bulls. They senrrheil for a long time
without success, a dear old lady watching them wilh kindiy and sympathetic

eyes.
At Inst, after the search had proceeded for half an hour, she spoke te
them.
"I hope I'm not interrupting yo".
she said sweetly, "but
gentlemen,"
It's a wise man who knows how to would It he cheating If 1 told yon
where they nre?"
live on his wife's relations.

slowly.
Stockings should never be hung In
the sun or In a bright light at the
window to dry, Illustrated World.

FALL FASHION BRIEFS
Plaited flounces are used on sleeve s,
as side panels and as tunics.
Rands of gingham may trim a smart
sport costume of wool jersey.
" Perfume balls ar. worn around the
neck on ribbon and bead chains.
Some of the more elaborate types
of new linen frocks Indulge In many

The Great Purchasing Power of

scallops.

Frocks of crepe de chine are worn
with long circular capes of the same

material.
Japanese sleeves with linings of
bright georgette are a feature of advance fall models.
Leghorns are being shown again in
a variety of broad and medium
brimmed effects "as well as poke
'
''''
'"" '
slmpe.
A frock of pale pink organdie, with
a yoke back and front formed by. loose
smocking, is a smart addition to the
wardrobe of the tiny miss.
Gray and brown, which you used
to believe you could not combine, are
being combined now In some of the
smartest of dresses for fall street
of
cloak
the
riding
long
Reviving
wear.
auan
as
early
days
Revolutionary
to
Long, rather straight lines are
tumn wrap comes this model from
to present
to,
according
adhered
he
thrics
is
The
fine
black
serge
Paria.
coats many of
banded with broad strips of fur, on Indications, with suit
enough to alleast
at
long
them,
and
a
small
overcape
of them edging
and elaboratethe
conceal
most
skirt,
similar
two
other
the
simulating
ly fur trimmed.
capes.

instead of Cream of
By making Dr. Price's Baking Powder with Phosphate
Tartar, we are enabled to offer it at a surprisingly low price. You now pay only
z.
can of this pure and wholesome baking powder.
25c. for the large-siz- e
12-o-

A Gift from Your Grocer

'

An opportunity cannot last forever, and so we say, go to your Grocer today and
receive free- -a copy of the New Dr. Price Cook Book with your purchase of

Dr. PRICE'S
Phosphate Baking Powder

25c
only
For a
can,

STYLES IN WHITE HATS ARE MANY
Trim Sailor With Ribbon Trimming
Vies With Blossom Decorated
Chapeau That Is Larger.
With the great vogue for all white
It Is natural this should be popular for
felt hnts, and they are with us from
the trim sailor with ribbon trimming
hat of larger
to the
s
proportions. The dullness and
of a plain white felt Is more apt
to be relieved, however, by a large
wax flower, a pond lily,, or gardenia,
In some novel
by silk fringe arranged
cascade or cabochon. The flower
trimming Is strong on all felts, and
unusual flower trimming at that, hywild
drangea, dandelion, nasturtiums,
oats, lacquered foliage and so on.
Some felt hats have felt flowers; one.
a very soft black felt, has an odd
combination of little green velvet apand
ples, pink silk apple blossoms,
green leaves painted upon the felt
Itself.
But If one hat In ten is white, eight
of the others are gray. The gray vogue
that Is dying so hard has had a starfelt
tling convalescence in the gray
hat. It Is to be found In those soft
little rolled hats, close fitting and demure, that frame the faces of our
bobbed-hai- r
sisters, little hats with a
saucy bunch of waxed blossoms laid
on one Bide,, three saucier lacquered
a fold of the
quills thrust through
felt or Insinuating bunches of coque
feathers brushing the wearer's cheek
on one or both sides.
t
Black, brown or dark green, and
will be the colors
possibly bright green
for felta for later wear. The cloche Is
very broad of brim
sgaln
blossom-trimme-

drab-nes-

and rounded of crown. The felt brim
is bound with ribbon, and a twist of
ribbon with perhaps a small bow encircles the base of the crown. Smart
Is a Maria Guy shape of black velvet
with the under side of the brim lined
with cyclamen velvet, a fold of cyclamen velvet twisted about the base of
the crown. The new shapes are large
rather than small the broad, slightly
brims shading tho face
drooping
thoroughly.
Plum Custard.
Boil some plums In water until tender, then drain and chop them. Put
one quart of milk in a double boiler
n
and when lukewarm add three
cup of sugar
eggs, one-haand two level tablespoons of cornstarch moistened with a little cold
milk or cream. Stir until It thickens
and bolls for eight minutes, then ren
move from the fire. Add one
each of lemon and vanilla extract and the plums, stir well end
serve when cold.

Tapioca Snow.
Soak one cup of tapioca until soft
and then cook until clear. When clear,
n
add the
yolks of four eggs
and sweeten to taste. Cook for three
minutes, dissolve two tablespoons of
cup or boiling
gelatin In one-ha- lf
water and cool by adding to one cup
of cold water. As soon as It begins
to set, beat In with the stiffly beaten
whites of four eggs. When sufficiently
fluffy, beat In the tapioca and the Juice
of three lemons.
Pour Into a mold ol
molds and set away to harden.

large size

12 oz.

With Dr. Price's Phosphate Baking Powder and this Cook Book, a new joy

will

come into the home wholesome baking, economical baking, easy baking.
new delights,
Recipes for every occasion, breakfast, lunch, dinner. New hints,
all are included.
Just one of the Recipes from this New Cook Book:

LUNCHEON OR SANDWICH ROLLS
1 tablespoon shortening
Vt cups milk
teaspoon salt
6 teaspoons Dr. Price's Bakinc Powder
Sift together flour, salt and baking powder; nib in shortening; add milk, and mix with
spoon to smooth dough easy to handle on floured board. Turn out dough; knead quickly
a few times to impart smoothness; divide into small pieces; form each by hand into
pans and allow to stand in warm
short, rather thick tapering rolls; place on greased
oven. When almost baked
place 15 to 20 minutes; brush with milk.10 Bake in very hotand
serve hot. If a glared
minutes longer
brush again with melted butter. Bake
finish is desired, before taking from oven brush over with yolk of egg which has been
mixed with a little cold water.
These rolls make excellent sandwiches, using for fillings either, lettuce and mayonnaise,
sliced or chopped ham. chopped seasoned cucumbers, egg and mayonnaise with a very
little chopped onion and parsley, or other filling desired.'

4 cups flour
1

Dr. Price's Baking Powder is guaranteed to contain no alum. It is the most
d
wholesome
baking powder you can buy I
low-price-

On Sale

CASTORIA

Bears the Signature of

W

Exact Copy ol

BOOKLET

at all Grocers
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0

JUNE

30, 1921

467,950.68

Loans and Discounts
Bonds and Ctrt'fs.

73,550.00

Other Bonds and Stocks

1,950.00

Keal Estate, Fur. and Fix.

5,813.39

Cash and due

STEAM HUATKD

0

For the Special Election September 20, 1921

OF MAGDALENA

U.

MODERN

AND

THE

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

S.

NEW MEXICO

Election Proclamation

STATEMENT SHOWING CONDITION
OF

ADVOCATE, RESERVE,

from banks

37,644.56

Hotel Aragon

Pursuant to an act of the Fifth Legislature and a proclamation issued by Merritt C. Mechem, Governor of the
State of New Mexico, the board of county commissioners
of Catron County, New Mexico, in regular session, at Reserve, in said co'unty and state, hereby issue a proclamation
in

HOT AND COLD KtJNNIXG W ATKIl

HERMAN

A.

PROP.

FUNKE,

MAGDALENA, NEW MEXICO
WE USE EVERY EFFORT TO PLEASE OUR PATRONS
i

conformity therewith.
ELECTION PROCLAMATION

state of

New Mexico,

entitled

THE BEST

"Coun-

ty and Municipal Corporations.'1--ProposeConstitutional Amendment
Proposed Constitutional Amendment
No. 10. Joint Resolution proposing
an amendment to section 2 of Article
X of the Constitution Of the state
of New Mexico entitled "County and
Municipal Corporations."
No. 11. A Joint Resolution provid
ing for an amendment to the Constitution of the state of New Mexico
by adding thereto another Section to
Aricle IX, the same to be Numbered

DINING

ROOM

SERVICE

d

J586.808.63

TOTAL

I 50,000.00

Capital Stock
Surplus and Profit

22,272.73
48,300.00

Circulation

313,699.94

Deposits

Federal Reserve

152,535.96

Dank

TOTAL

$586,808.63

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF MAGDALENA

Institution in Socorro County

The Largest Financial

THE RESERVE REALTY COMPANY

W.

J. JONES, Manager

RESERVE, NEW MEXICO

REAL ESTATE

RANCHES

OIL LEASES

TOWN LOTS

P. S. HIGGINS,

General Merchant
Carries a full line of

Notice is hereby given that an
will be held in the various precincts of Catron county at the
places in said precincts on Tues
day, Sept. 20, 1921, the object of
said election' being to elect a United
States senator from the state of New
Mexico.

The names and post office addresses of the various candidates for said
office, as the same are on file in the
'
office of the county clerk in this
county, are as follows:
Holm O. Bursum, Socorro, Republican.
Richard H. Hanna, Albuquerque,
Democrat. ,
Thomas F. Smith, Socialist.
Apolonio A. Sena, East Las Vegas,
Independent, and also for the purpose of adopting or rejecting the eleven amendments proposed ;by the
Fifth Legislative Assembly to the
ctjnstitutio)i ofthe State of New
amendments
Mexico, sai dpropoBed
being as follows:
Proposed Constitutional Amendment
No. 1. Joint Resolution Providing
for the amendment of section 2 of
Article VII of the Constitution of
No. 2. A resolution proposing an
amendment to Section 2 of Articlle
II of the Constitution of the state

MAKE IT YOUR HOME WHILE IN

MAGDALEN- A-

THE RESERVE GARAGE
GENERAL REPAIR WORK

1.

In compliance with the proclamation issued by the Governor of the
State of New Mexico, for the purpose of having an election on the
20th day of September, 1921, for
the purpose of voting for a U. S.
Senator, for New Mexico and further
to vote on the eleven amendments to
the Constitution of the State of New
Mexico, passed by the last legislature
the boar dof County Commissioner of
Catron County, have named the Judges of Election of the various precincts, in and for Catron County,

BUICK SIX SERVICE CAR TO ANY POINT, DAY OR NIGHT

Phone No. 3

Candies

Cigars

BANK OF MAGDALENA
Report of the Condition

JI

NK

at

:,

the

(

lose of Business

1021

Ileal Estate, Fur. and

In Reserve Tuesday of this week.

$446,243.42

Stocks and Bonds

2,351.63
Fix.

17,403.29

Cash and Due from Bnnks

75,881.21
$541,870.55

LIABILITIES
Capital
Surplus and Profits
Deposits
Rediscounts and Bills Payable

The County iSchool Board met in
Reserve Tuesday the 6th.
Judge Jiron was a business visitor

RESOURCES
Loans and Discounts

Reserve Items

30,000.00
52,151.35
396,198.18
63,530.02
$541,879.55

The Strongest Bank With The Largest
Deposits in Socorro County

J. W. Simpson returned to Reserve
a few days ago, he has been down on

8

EAT AT THE

a,

Magdalena Cafe
XX

GOOD

COURTEOUS TREATMENT

SERVICE

ALL THE DELICACIES THE MARKET AFFORDS

Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Kidder drove
Most of
Read the amendments.
over from their homo In Mogollon
them are good but it is a duty you
week-end
visFriday, and spent the
owe to yourself and to the state to
iting at the home of Mr. and Mrs. vote either for or
against every
J. R. Gaunt.
Amendment
amendment submitted.
No. 11, the road bond issue, is one
Reserve is having a slight epidemIn which you are vitally interested
ic of Typhoid Fever, there being sevfi you are In favor of good roads.
eral cases up and down the river. Vote Yes on this measure and
help
The epidemic is now under control.
build good roads in our county.

.
X
.
.

I

on

Oil

YOUR PATRONAGE

WE APPRECIATE
XX

COME IN AND SEE US

XX

RESOLVED

LUNA LOCALS

Jack Frost has made his
on the pumpkin vines and
plants the last few mornings.

in

Its truly harvest time in the golden
the valley now, and in every direc-

tion can be seen loads of hay, or
hear the sound of the binder and
mower.

C.

Pat Birmingham was in Reserve
Every thing is in readiness for the
Monday buying school books. Pat coming election, and lets hope that
says he bets the fellow who is res- this precinct polls the largest vote
ponsible for the price of school books in Its history.
this year doesn't sleep well.

Roy P. McClure, bother of Mrs.
T. C. Turk has returned to Las Cru-ce- s
where he will attend Bchool. Roy
Miss Willie Wheatley and Miss
spent his vacation in our town and
Garrett, of Luna, were in Reserve made many friends, who hope to see
Saturday visiting friends and attend him back next summer.
ing to business matters.
Deputy sheriff Baca returned Wed....Dr. L. A. Jessen returned from Mog
nesday from a trip to Mogollon,
oMon last week, bringing with him
where he arrested George Whitten,
Mrs. Parham, who visited a few days for an assault with a
deady weapon
with Dr. and Mrs. Jessen.
on Morgan Ford. Ford was slight- ly cut with a knife at the hands of
Matias Baca, of Quemado, spent Whitten. Whitten
was arraigned
several days in Reserve last week, and
plead guilty to a felonious asattending to business matters and sault and was ordered confined in
visiting with friends here.
the Catron county bastlle for 60 days

X
X

X
X
X

1

Commissioner W. J. Jones and T.
Turk, of Reserve, were visitors
of Luna and vicinity, as far north
Sheriff Baca made a business trip as the Highway and they found all
to Magdalena and Socorro last week the people of one voice and that was
The County Seat must and S1J1 Rereturning to Reserve Wednesday.'
main at Reserve.

Beaver Creek.

.Kit
X

.

Mar-celin-

Cold Drinks

HILL, PROP.

WHEN YOU VISIT MAGDALENA

a,

Staple and Fancy Groceries
Dry Goods, Shoes, Notions

Reserve, N. M.

A. G.

New Mexico.

Precinct No. 42, Quemado, New
Mexico, at Auastacio Baca Hall, Saturnine- Gutierrez, James A. Graham,
0. D. Collings, Judges.
Precinct No. 19, Datii, New Mex-icat C. D. Cissel residence; Tom
of New Mexico.
Selso Armijo, Mrs. CharProposed Constitutional Amendment Raynolds,
No. 3. A joint resolution proposing lie Cissel, judges.
Precinct No. 35, Mogollon, New
an amendment to Section 1 of ArMrs. Harticle V of the Constitution of the Mexico, at the Moose Hall;
W. L.
Walter
Hunington,
Booth,
"Exery
entitled
state of New Mexico,
Whiteside, Judges.
cutive Department."
Precinct No. 26, Bursum, New
Proposed Constitutional Amendment
at Watson Store; Juanquin
Mexico,
No. 4. A joint resolution proposing
an amendment to Section 5 of Arti- Encinias, W. S. Fullerton, Toribio
cle VIII of the Constitution of the Sal'iaz, judges.
Precinct No. 37, Luna, New MexState of New Mexico, entitled "Tax
at school house; Charles Adair,
ico,
Revenue."
ation and
W. H. Raynolds, Mre. John Whitley,
Proposed Constitutional Amendment
No. 5. House Joint Resolution pro judges.
Precinct No. 22, Aragon, New Mexposing an amendment to Article XI
Ramon
of the Constitution of the state of ico, at Ramon Trujillo Store;
J. H.
Mrs.
Tiofilo
Mata,
Trujillo,
New Mexico, entitled "Corporation
Other Than Municipal" by adding Dean, judges.
Precinct No. 17, Lower Frisco, at
thereto a new section to be numberschool house; Santiago Jiron, Selso
ed Section 19.
Esther K. Romero, judges.
Proposed Constitutional Amendment Cordova,
No. 6, Salt Lake, New
Precinct
6.
No.
Joint Resolution Proposing
an amendment to Section 3 of Arti- Mexico, at Isidore Davila place; Isi
cle XX and Section 5, of Article IV dore Davila, jr., Audon Gonzales,
of the Constitution of the state of Mrs. T. W. Lynch, Judges.
Precinct No. 44, Frisco, New Mex-icNew Mexico.
at P. M. I. Hall; Emilio Peralta
Proposed Constitutional Amendment
No. 7. Joint Resolution proposing Emilia K. Jiron, Mariano Ulivarra,
a namendment to Article XIII of the judges.
Constitution of the state of New
Precinct No. 32, Mangas, New
o
t Filimon Baca Store;
Mexico, entitled "Public Lauds.''
Mexico,
Proposed Constitutional Amendment
Sedillos, Pedro Gavaldon, Mrs.
No. 8. A Joint Resolution propos- FiKimon R. Baca, Judges.
Precinct No. 10, Alma, New Mex
ing an amendment to Section 2 of
Article VIII of the Constitution of ico, at school house; George W. Rowe
the State of New Mexico.
George Spurgeon, Mrs. Earnest Kitt,
Precinct No. 34, Reserve, New
Proposed Constitutional Amendment
No. 9. Joint Resolution proposing Mexico, at Woodmen Hall; L. A. Jesan amendment to Section 12 of Ar- - sen, Mrs. J. R. Gaunt, P, S. Higgins,
tide XIX of the Constitution of the judges,

WELDING

A resolution approving of the Record of Honorable Holm O. Bursum,
United States Senator, on Matters
of Concern to Former Service Men.
Whereas Holm O. Bursum of New
Mexico, as a member of the United
States Senate, voted against
of the Soldiers' Adjusted
bill; and
Whereas he is the author of the
bill to retire Disabled Emergency Officers upon the same terms Regular
Army Officers are retired; and
Whereas he has been industrious
In pushing claims of former service
men, for pensions and compensation,
without reference to the section of
the country they were accredited to,
and with no references to their party
politics; and
Whereas he Is deeply concerned
in respect of the preference to veterans of American Wars in Federal em
ployment with no discrimination for
or against on account of politics,
himself associated with himself associating with him in his office At
Washington only former service men

Not all! the school teachers have
arrived yet for precnict No. 37, tho
the higher grades have started in the
Luna district.
therefore;
Be it Resolved that we commend
Sam Comby qualified as post-maSenator Holm O. Bursum to tho faver for the Spur Lake districts, and orable consideration of our comrades
a mail route wjll soon be established
in New Mexico wherein he is now a
candidate for United States Senator
from Luna to that point.
to be voted for at an election called
Sam G. Beard, Jr., purchased lic for September 20, 1921 without reense (no Sam has already married gard to party politics.
H. P. DAVIF8,
one school marm) this license was
to run a small grocery store at his
Adjut. Gen. M. Emmett
Urell Camp, No. 9, U. 3. W.
ranch near the highway.
V. Dept., of D. C.
Walter Hoosler, who has been em- The above Resolution was adopted
ployed at the Reserve Garage, has unanimously at the Regular Meetbeen visiting at Luna, and maklri; ing of Sept. 7, 1921.
O
merry the heart of a certain young
The grand Jury at Santa Fe last
lady.
week indicted John L, Lane for im
The family of Joe Fuentez, who personating a Forest Officer for sevhave lived in Luna for the past sev eral weeks in Socorro last April.
eral years have moved to Springer-vlllBy Congressional action the pay
Arizona to make their home.
A jolly farewell party was given then ment of Forest Grazing fees has been
further postponed until December 1.
the evening before thoy left.
st

e,

